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CHAPTER

1

Preface

1.1 Why DMX?
Its creators describe DMX as a “Knowledge Building Platform”. At this moment you may wonder: “are DMX’s
system designs actually grounded on reflections about Knowledge and its genesis, or is DMX another one of those
tech apologists who like to misuse words like Knowledge, Learning (as in Machine Learning), and Intelligence
(as in Artificial Intelligence) to characterize their software creations – just as if terms which belong to the realm of
life for thousands of years could be transferred to the realm of machines as easy as a frog jumps from one water
lily to another?” – Well, this preface is for you.

1.2 Knowledge vs. Information
Actually the DMX system design, and in particular the DMX user interface, began with the insight that Knowledge
is not the same as Information, and that documents or databases never store Knowledge but Information. That was
in early 2000 when Knowledge Management was the current hype topic.
Knowledge is not the same as Information
Information is reassembled to knowledge in ever changing constellations, based on the individual’s current situation. Information becomes knowledge only by individual assessment. Knowledge is created in heads.
Knowledge is information connected in a meaningful way.
What that meaning is depends on:
• the situative context
• the intended purpose
• subjective factors (mood, preconceptions etc.)
At this point it becomes clear that machines do not store knowledge. They never will.
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2

Overview of DMX

2.1 What is DMX?
DMX is a knowledge building platform for individuals and work groups. The design of DMX is guided by the
insight that machines do not store knowledge but information (see Preface). The DMX UI allows you to handle
information in a way that supports knowledge building, memorization, and retrieval. DMX strives to become
a popular work environment for knowledge workers of all kind, e.g. students, authors, journalists, researchers,
archivists.
DMX provides 4 things:
1. A Corporate Memory that serves as an accumulated body of data, information, and knowledge*) created
in the course of an individual’s or an organization’s life.
2. An User Interface that puts you in contact with linked information – instead of with applications and
windows. The unified DMX user interface is suitable for all areas:
• Investigation
• Authoring
• Modeling
• Collaboration
• Presentation
3. An application model that is suitable for Domain Driven Design, in combination with a Plugin Development Framework for the development of full-stack plugins.
4. A pre-installed ontology (contacts, notes, web links, events) for basic information management needs.
Technically DMX is a web application server written in Java. Its service-oriented architecture is OSGi-based
(Apache Felix); DMX application developers need no OSGi knowledge; JAX-RS knowledge is recommended
though. DMX comes with web server (Jetty), database (Neo4j), the “DMX Webclient” (built in Vue.js, Vuex,
Element UI) included, and offers a plugin development framework. DMX plugins are full-stack (from data model
to front end) and hot deployable. A DMX default installation is single-user; its web server will reject any request
not from localhost. From 5.0-beta-1 (Jan 30, 2019) on to current 5.2 the size of the DMX download zip file is
unchanged at 7.5 MB – much less than the competing Jakarta EE servers.
DMX is dual licensed Open Source software. The Community Edition is licensed under the GNU Affero General
Public License (GNU AGPLv3).
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The remainder of this “Overview” chapter is a concept-level introduction to DMX.

2.2 Topics and Associations
DMX represents information as topics and associations:

Fig. 1: 3 topics connected by 2 associations. The topics represent a person, an organization, and a note respectively.
One of the 2 associations is distinguished by color and label.
A Topic can represent any type of object, e.g. a person, an organization, a note, a contract, a project, a date, a
planet name, a molecule, a review, or a book. Also an idea or an emotion can be expressed as a topic.
What object types are available is actually decided by the DMX user. A DMX user can create new types, as well
as modify existing ones, interactively in the DMX Webclient. Another way of obtaining new types is by installing
DMX plugins. A fresh DMX installation provides some basic types for information management (contacts, notes,
web links, events).
An Association represents a relationship between two objects. The relationship’s meaning is expressed by both,
the association’s type and value. Both are optional. A generic association still expresses some relationship between
2 objects.

2.2.1 Role Types
At this point you may wonder: “Are associations directed?” Answer: “More than that.”
In DMX the 2 ends of an association are not solely qualified by “source” and “target”, but can be qualified by
arbitrary role types, e.g. “Parent”, “Child”, “Cause”, “Effect”, “Trainer”, “Trainee” etc.

Fig. 2: Plato is the Trainee in one association and the Trainer in another one. The pink associations are of type
“Apprenticeship”.
In DMX each of the 2 ends of an association is defined by:
• The Player Object: either a Topic, or an Association.
• A Role Type expresses what role the player object plays in the association.

4
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One or both ends can still be unqualified (expressed by role type “Default”). Nondirectional associations are
expressed by role type “Default” at both ends.
A DMX user can create new role types interactively in the DMX Webclient. Another way of obtaining new role
types is by installing DMX plugins.

2.2.2 Associative Model of Data
The above images suggest the DMX storage model is graph based: nodes and edges.
Actually DMX is based on an extension of the graph model:
the Associative Model of Data.
While in the graph model an edge always connects 2 nodes, in the
Associative Model of Data an edge can connect edges too. Either
at one end (A2), or both (A3).
Basically DMX makes associations objects of discourse too. Associations can be associated with other topics/associations, just like topics. This results in expressive highly-connected structures at both levels, data model
and content (= instances).

Fig. 3: 2 notes, one is connected to a topic, and one to an association. The dark gray association connects a topic
with an association. You can immediately say what the author want to express here, can’t you?

Hint: Find out more about the Associative Model of Data in the DMX Developer Guide.

2.3 Values
So far topics were depicted solely as icon plus label. But there is more to a person than a name, isn’t it? Actually
a value of type “Person” is an entire value hierarchy, for example: the Person has a name and an Address, the
Address has a Postal Code, and the Postal Code is the string “SO36”.
“Person” and “Address” in this example are composite values, and “Postal Code” is a simple value. And this is
exactly how values are stored in the Corporate Memory: as an hierarchy of typed topics:
DMX has the specialty that not only topics represent values, but associations too. In this regard there is no
difference between topics and associations:
• both are typed

2.3. Values
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Fig. 4: A value of type “Person” as stored in the Corporate Memory. The value “Cathy Jones” is composed of a
“Person Name” value and an “Address” value, which is composed of a “Street” value, a “Postal Code” value etc.
The red associations are of type “Composition” and form the topic hierarchy. They are directed from “Parent” to
“Child”. The leaf-nodes are the simple values. Some values have their corresponding type topic revealed. The
cyan associations are of type “Instantiation” and are directed from “Instance” to “Type”.
• both have a value
The type determines the structure of the value.

2.3.1 Detail Rendering
The above image shows how values are stored in DMX. But this is not necessarily a suitable way to present
information or to interact with it. For every topic/association DMX provides a default detail rendering. It renders
a composite value in a linear and compact form.
At any time a topic’s/association’s detail information is one click away, and once clicked, it is displayed in-place:
The detail rendering is driven by the topic’s/association’s type definition.

2.3.2 Custom Renderers
The detail rendering is customizable on a per-type basis.
A standard DMX installation provides custom renderers for the following types: “Topic Type”, “Association
Type”, “File”, “Folder”, “Date”, “Time” (composite), “URL”, “Email Address”, “File Size” (simple).
Further custom detail renderers can be obtained by installing DMX plugins.

2.4 Types
The above examples show topics of type “Person”, “Organization”, “Note”, and associations e.g. of type “Organization Involvement”, “Apprenticeship”.

6
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Fig. 5: Topic detail information displayed in-place once a topic is clicked. The green associations are of type
“Organization Involvement” and express that a Person is involved in an Organization, and in what way.

Fig. 6: A selected association (thicker line) and its detail information. Details comprise the association’s type and
value (not shown), and the 2 player topics, each one qualified by Role Type.

2.4. Types
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What Topic Types and Association Types are available is actually decided by the DMX user. A DMX user can
create new types, as well as modify existing ones, interactively in the DMX Webclient.
Another way of obtaining new types is by installing DMX plugins.
A fresh DMX installation provides some basic types for information management (“Person”, “Organization”,
“Note”, “Bookmark”, “Event”, “Address”, “Email Address” etc.).

2.5 Topic Maps

Fig. 7: The typical DMX user interface presents a Topic Map consisting of topics and associations. The topic’s
type is represented by icon. Association types are differentiated by color.

8
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Installation

3.1 Requirements
DMX is a web application. The DMX Server can run on any platform which supports Java, e.g. Windows, macOS,
or Linux.
Warning:
DMX requires Java 8.
DMX is not yet adapted to Java 9 or later.

The DMX Webclient can run in any modern web browser.
A Java browser plugin is not required.

3.2 DMX installation types
There are 2 DMX installation types:
• local – DMX Server and DMX Webclient run on same machine. Single-user.
• networked – DMX Server and DMX Webclients run on different machines. Multi-user.
A default DMX installation is a local installation.
The DMX Server opens port 8080. Your computer is still safe though. The DMX Server comes with a request
filter and by default it accepts requests only from localhost.
Hint: Linux users: if your Linux distribution is APT-based (like Debian/Ubuntu) you can install DMX via apt.
Skip to section APT-based Linux Installation.
Alternatively you can run the generic zip based DMX installation. Just read on.
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3.3 Installation and first launch
Although DMX is a client-server application, installation and first launch is as easy as buttering a toast:
1. Download dmx-5.2.zip
2. Unzip it. Result is a folder dmx-5.2
3. Open the DMX Folder and run the starter script suitable for your platform:

The starter script runs without user interaction. The DMX Server is started, a lot of information is logged to
the DMX terminal window, and finally a browser window opens, showing the DMX Webclient:

Fig. 1: A pristine DMX Webclient when launched for the 1st time. The actual UI takes the back seat and gives
way to your content. But at this moment you have none – you’re starting with a clean slate.
Hint: Windows users: The Windows Defender Firewall might ask you whether to grant network access to Java applications.
Choose “Private networks, such as my home or work network”.

At 1st run the starter script creates an empty Corporate Memory: a folder dmx-db now exists inside the DMX
Folder.

10
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DMX does not install any files on your computer. Everything needed, including the database, exists inside the
DMX Folder, and stays there.

3.4 Operate your installation
3.4.1 Configuration
By default the DMX Server listens on port 8080.
To change the port edit org.osgi.service.http.port in file dmx-5.2/conf/config.
properties. For the change to take effect, the DMX Server needs to be restarted, that is stopped and
started in turn.
Further configuration options are described in the DMX Admin Guide.

3.4.2 Starting the DMX Server
Hint: Do not try starting the DMX Server if it is running already.
In case you’ve (accidentally) closed the DMX Webclient window/tab (while the DMX Server is still running):
proceed with Opening the DMX Webclient.
In case you’ve changed DMX’s config and want restart the server: stop the server first, and start it again.
To start the DMX Server, open the DMX Folder and run the starter script suitable for your platform:

The starter script runs without user interaction. While the DMX Server is started a lot of information is logged to
the DMX terminal window. Finally a browser window opens, showing the DMX Webclient.

3.4.3 Stopping the DMX Server
To shutdown the DMX Server, in the DMX terminal window enter stop 0 and press Return. While shutting
down a lot of information is logged.

3.4.4 Opening the DMX Webclient
To open the DMX Webclient point your browser to http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.
webclient/. Note the / at end.
The DMX Server must be running.

3.4. Operate your installation
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3.4.5 Uninstall
To uninstall DMX:
1. Stop the DMX Server
2. Delete the DMX Folder
This removes DMX completely from your computer, including the database.
The Java Runtime Environment needs to be uninstalled separately.
Warning: Your Corporate Memory will be lost.
To keep it make a copy of the dmx-db folder before deleting the DMX Folder.

3.5 APT-based Linux Installation
For APT-based Linux distributions (like Debian/Ubuntu) we provide an APT repository. It is mainly intended
for setting up a networked DMX installation on a server machine, but can be used for setting up a local DMX
installation on a private machine as well (see DMX installation types). The package has a built-in dependency to
default-jre.
Here is how to download and execute our install script. It adds the repository, installs DMX from it, prompts the
user for the DMX admin passphrase and starts DMX as a daemon:
$ curl -sS https://download.dmx.systems/repos/dmx-install.sh | sudo bash

3.5.1 Configuration
By default the DMX Server listens on port 8080.
To change the port edit org.osgi.service.http.port in file /etc/dmx/config.properties. For
the change to take effect, the DMX Server needs to be restarted, that is stopped and started in turn.
Further configuration options are described in the DMX Admin Guide.

3.5.2 Starting the DMX Server
Invoke this command to start the daemon:
systemctl start dmx

3.5.3 Stopping the DMX Server
Stop the daemon by running:
systemctl stop dmx

3.5.4 Opening the DMX Webclient
To open the DMX Webclient point your browser to http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.
webclient/. Note the / at end.
The DMX Server must be running.
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4

Hands-On Tutorial

To try out DMX you have 2 possibilities: one is easy and immediate, the other is easy:
• Visit the DMX Demo Installation and play with it. You can explore and search. To edit or create anything
you need to login. See the information there.
• Install and run DMX on your computer. See Installation.

4.1 Create a topic
Right-click somewhere into the Topicmap. A dialog appears that lets you search all your content. This is the
Search/Create Dialog.

DMX makes sure that you do not create anything that already exists. That’s why you enter whatever you want to
create into the search field. Let’s assume you want to enter all persons and organizations involved in a project.
Enter a person’s first name. DMX will answer “No match”. Select “Person” in the “Create” section on the right
from the Topic Type menu and click “Create”.

13
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You will see a rectangle appear on the Topicmap. It represents a person with the name you just entered and it
states that this is the person’s first name.

If you enter a person’s given name and surname into the Search/Create Dialog, DMX interprets both as first name:
The result would look like this:

To correct it long-press the rectangle and select “edit” from the context menu. On the right-hand side the detail
panel shows up.

14
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While you edit, the detail panel shows all fields you might need to describe a person. Correct the first name and
click the “Save” button at the very bottom.
Add a second topic: Right-click on the empty background, enter e.g. “Notes for the interview” into the dialog,
select the topic type “Note” and click “Create”.

Add another topic, e.g. “Organization No. 1”. Select “Organization” from the list of topic types and press
“Create”.

This is just a short walkthrough to help you create your first topics in DMX. Content Authoring is described
in-depth in the DMX User Guide. The next section is about the relations between the topics.

4.1. Create a topic
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4.2 Create an association
To create an association between two topics you grab the little dot at the upper border of one of the two topics. If
the dot is not visible, hover over the topic with your mouse. In this example the note shall be related to the person
“Cathy Jones”.

Drag it onto the other topic until the topic is highlighted by a blue border.

Then drop the association on the “Notes for the interview” item and release your mouse button.
The association will be created and a rectangle appears. These are the in-map details of the newly created association. They tell you that this is association is of type “Association” which is the most generic form of association
in DMX. Click somewhere onto the Topicmap to close the in-map details of the association.

4.3 The toolbar
Always visible at the Webclient’s top is the toolbar:

• In the upper right corner there is a “Login” button. Log in with the user name “admin” and no password.
• In the upper left corner there is the Workspace selector. You can use this to switch between Workspaces.
By default the “DMX” Workspace is selected.
• Next to it there is another drop-down menu. This is the Topicmap selector. By default it shows a Topicmap
called “untitled”.
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Both drop-down menus have a context information button “i” next to them. Click it to reveal detail about the
selected Topicmap or Workspace.
For more information visit our detailed guide to the user interface.

4.4 A glimpse into information management
DMX comes with some predefined topic types that you saw in the topic type menu of the Search/Create dialog:
• Person
• Organization
• Note
• Event
• Bookmark
There are also some predefined association types. One of those association types is called “Organizational Involvement” and it describes the role a person can have in an organization.
To specify the person’s role in the organization, create an association from “Cathy Jones” to the “Organization
No. 1”. The in-map details show up again. DMX automatically created an association of type “Organizational
Involvement”.

Right-click onto the association to open the context menu and select “Edit”.

The detail panel opens again and displays a form. You can now select an “Organizational Role” from a predefined
set of possible values, e.g. “Member”.

4.4. A glimpse into information management
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For your changes to take effect click “Save”.

Now this is a meaningful association. If you right-click and select “Related” on “Organization No. 1” you see
18
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how the role can be useful when navigating in DMX. If you have entered more than one person, you can scroll
down in the detail panel to see all persons and their respective roles in the organization.

In this short tutorial, we showed how to create topics and how to work with associations. In DMX you are free to
define your own topic types and association types. Find out more about it in the section about Modeling.

4.4. A glimpse into information management
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5

DMX User Guide

5.1 User Interface
5.1.1 The Toolbar
The upper toolbar contains the crucial steering tools for DMX: The Workspace selector, the Topicmap selector
and the user menu.

The Workspace Selector

The Workspace Selector is part of the upper toolbar and lets you select your current Workspace. Workspaces
are the highest level of content organization in DMX. You can think of a Workspace as a context in which you
organize your work. Items can be connected across different Workspaces.
Everything you create is automatically assigned to the Workspace selected in this menu. Every item in DMX is
assigned to exactly one Workspace.
Tip: Look at how we recommend to use Workspaces on our Demo Server.
In DMX read and write permissions of users are tied to Workspace memberships: Every user can create, edit and
delete their own Workspaces. If you create a new Workspace you become its owner and you can invite users as
members to share the Workspace with. If a user has read or write permission for an item depends on whether the
user has read or write permission for the Workspace the item is assigned to. DMX’s permissions concept is called
sharing modes. You can read more about the five sharing modes in the section Workspace Sharing Modes.
The DMX Standard Distribution comes with the following pre-installed Workspaces: System, Administration and
DMX. Additionally, each user has a private Workspace. Content in a private Workspace cannot be read by anyone
other than the Workspace owner.
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Your choice in the Workspace Selector has direct
influence on the available contents in the next menu, the Topicmap Selector.
The Topicmap Selector

The Topicmap Selector is the second drop-down menu in the upper toolbar. It lets you switch between all views
in a Workspace. A Topicmap represents an individual working situation in the larger context of the selected
Workspace. On a Topicmap you can visualize content that is relevant to the current context. It shows a situationbased view of selected content from the database.
Hint: Go to our Demo Server, navigate through the Workspaces and have a look at the different Topicmaps. They
all show specific views on parts of the same underlying database.
For the moment, three types of Topicmaps are supported: Topicmaps, Geomaps and Tableviews. Geomaps and
Tableviews both are plugins that have to be installed separately.
A new Topicmap is always empty. In the beginning, there is only one Topicmap, it’s called “untitled”. A Topicmap
view is like a canvas as it allows you to freely place items. The layout of the Topicmap is persisted over working
sessions. Edits to a Topicmap are instantly mirrored to other connected users. The size of a Topicmap can be well
beyond the size of your screen. You can move it with your mouse.
Find out more about working with Topicmaps in the section on Organizing the working context. Geomaps and
Tableviews are documented in the chapter about plugins.
The Fit Button

The fit button makes a Topicmap fit into your current browser window. It adjusts the zoom level of a Topicmap.
You can find the fit button next to “i” button of the Topicmap Selector. It has four arrows pointing from the center
to the corners of a square.
22
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The Reset Zoom Button

This button centers the Topicmap and resets the maps zoom level to scale “1”. It has two arrows pointing from the
corners to the center of a square and also sits next to the Topicmap Selector.
The Login Button

The “Login” button opens a dialog for you to log in to DMX. It is at the right side of the upper toolbar.
The Help Menu

The help menu contains a link to this documentation. It also links to the DMX Community Forum where you can
ask us and other users of DMX questions and find help. “About DMX” displays information about the software
version you are currently running.
You can find the “Help” menu in the very right corner of the upper toolbar.

5.1.2 The Topicmap Panel
The Topicmap Panel is the main area of the DMX user interface. It displays the currently chosen view. The
Topicmap panel is as wide as your browser window unless you open the Detail Panel.

The Context Menu
The context menu is part of the Topicmap panel and thus available for any item on a map. It is usually opened
with a right-click on a topic or association. It gives you five commands to execute on the selected item:
5.1. User Interface
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• You can display an item’s details.
• You can edit the item.
• You can hide the item from this Topicmap.
• You can navigate to related items.
• You can delete the item.
To close the context menu without any action, release your mouse in the center of the circle.

The context menu indicates whether you have write permission for an item or not. If the terms “Edit” and “Delete”
are grayed out, you do not have write permission on the selected item.

In-map Details
When you select an item on a Topicmap, a rectangle opens up displaying details about the selected item. This box
is called the in-map details. They only show up if the Detail Panel is not visible.
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5.1.3 The Search/Create Dialog
The search for existing items and the creation of new ones is done in the same dialog box. The Search/Create
Dialog is opened with a right-click into the Topicmap. Advanced search options are explained below in the
Navigation section. Read more on how to create content in the section about Content Authoring.

5.1.4 The Detail Panel
The Detail Panel is opened by clicking “Details”, “Edit”, or “Related” in the context menu of an item. The Detail
Panel shares your screen width with the Topicmap Panel. It has four tabs, “Info”, “Related”, “Meta”, and “View”
described below.

5.1. User Interface
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The Detail Panel allows DMX to display more information than the in-map details. It is also used for editing data.
The Detail Panel can only be opened if you have selected an item on the map. Once opened, it stays open as long
as you have selected an item. When you unselect an item by clicking somewhere onto your Topicmap the Detail
Panel closes.
DMX avoids to display redundant information by not opening both the Detail Panel and the in-map details at the
same time unless you explicitly pin one of them: To show selected “In-map Details” while the “Detail Panel” is
open you can pin the in-map details to your map. Pinning shows “In-map Details” in a Topicmap, no matter what.
Vice-versa you can also pin the “Detail Panel” by clicking the little pin icon in its upper right corner. Using the
same button you can un-pin and close the Detail Panel.

Note that the Detail Panel only displays details of a single selected item, not when you bulk select several items.
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The “Info” tab
The “Info” tab is the first section of the Detail Panel. It is named after the type of your current selection, e.g. a
topic of type “Person” or “Event”. You can go to the info tab directly by choosing Details from the context menu
or by selecting the first tab in the Detail Panel.
In display mode it shows the direct child topics of what is currently selected as this is the most commonly wanted
information. It only shows child topics with a value assigned, that is fields containing data.
You can use the display mode to reveal selected child topics in the Topicmap panel by hovering the child topics
and using the little eye symbol (at the very right).

The info tab also has an edit mode. You can enter the edit mode either directly from within the Topicmap by
clicking “Edit” in the context menu or by clicking the “Edit” button at the bottom of the “Info” tab. If you enter
the Edit mode, you get a form with all possible input fields regarding the respective item type. The form is
generated using the type definition representing the content (for more details, see our section on Modeling).

5.1. User Interface
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The “Related” tab
The “Related” tab is the second tab of the Detail Panel. It is designed for navigating along existing associations.
You can jump directly into the “Related” tab from within the Topicmap using the context menu or - if the Detail
Panel is already open - by choosing the second tab. First you see the number of related items and the selected sort
mode.
The tab’s content is a sorted list of all items directly related to your current selection except its direct child topics.
(This avoids redundancy between the “Info” tab and the “Related” tab.)
Sorting of items
The Related Tab has got three sort modes:
• by topic
• by topic type
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• by association type
Hint: Go play with sample data on our Demo Server. Change the sort order to see what it does.
By default the list of related items is grouped by “Topic Type”: In the example below you can see that the selected
organization is related to a city, a note, and to persons but also to the current Topicmap and to the Workspace
you are in. This means that you can navigate your content and your data model in the same place. (You can
learn more about these concepts in the section about Modeling.) Additionally, every list item contains information
about the association type between the selected person and the other items, e.g. person’s involvement with the
organization, or that this organisation is an instance of the topic type organization.

5.1. User Interface
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Depending on what you are searching for you might want to change the sort order to “Association Type” or
“Topic”. This will present you the same data but group all items with an emphasis on their type of relation:
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If you choose the sort mode “Topic”, all displayed items are ordered alphabetically descending by their labels
without any grouping by type.

5.1. User Interface
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Revealing items from the Related Tab
When choosing a related item from the list you can control whether to also “focus” them or not (as illustrated in
the following two figures):
1. When you click anywhere onto a list item, it is revealed and the focus switches (Figure 1).
2. When you click on the icon of a list item you add it to the selected Topicmap without switching focus
(Figure 2). So, clicking only the icon of a related item allows you to add a number of other related items in
this list to the selected Topicmap.

Fig. 1: Figure 1: Click anywhere on the item to reveal and focus the item.

Note: Items that show a blue line at the right side are already part of the map so clicking them will bring them
into “focus”. Clicking an item without a blue line will add it to the selected map. So, clicking on a related item
either “focuses” or “adds” it to a selected Topicmap.

The “Meta” tab
The “Meta” tab in the “Detail Panel” is the third tab and displays a summary of metadata about the selected item:
• the item’s technical identifier (ID)
• the Uniform Resource Identifier (see Wikipedia: URI)
• the creation date and the author’s user name
• the date of the last modification and the respective author’s user name
• the Workspace this item resides in as well as the Workspace owner’s name
• the Type of the item (DMXType)
• all Topicmaps the item is visible (not hidden) on
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Fig. 2: Figure 2: Click on the icon of the item to reveal without focussing the item.

5.1. User Interface
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Note that in contrast to the Meta tab the “Related tab” lists all related database content, e.g. Topicmaps an item is
part of but currently not visible in (hidden).
The “View” tab
The fourth tab “View” gives you access to what is called a “View Configuration”. With view configurations you
can control the visual appearance of topics and associations of a specific type. So, editing a view configuration influences how items are rendered across all Topicmaps. At the moment, DMX allows you to perform the following
customizations:
• with Topic Types:
– assign an icon to be shown in all instances of the Topic Type,
– choose a font color for the display on Topicmaps,
– choose a background color for the boxes the instances are displayed in on Topicmaps
– add the Topic Type to or remove it from the Create Menu
• with Association Types:
– assign an association color used in all instances of the Association Type
• with Composition Definitions:
– add or remove a drop-down menu with the available values
– specify if users can add more values on the fly
– specify if the field can be left empty
For the moment view configurations are only available on a per-type base. This is why the “View” tab is grayed out
on any item which does not represent a Type Definition. You can learn more about working with type definitions
in the section about Modeling.
Note: Note that at the moment the View tab always offers all of the above settings, even if they are not applicable
for a given type. This shall be improved in a future version of DMX.

5.1.5 The Login Dialog
In a standard DMX installation, once you click “Login” in the upper toolbar you get this login dialog that prompts
you for a user name and a password:
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This dialog can look different if the DMX installation is run by your organization. Organizations (as opposed
to individuals) are likely to use our LDAP plugin so that you can use your normal credentials you have with the
organization. In that case you can select the authentication method from the drop-down menu in the login dialog.
To use the user name and password from your organization select the “LDAP” method and enter your credentials.

5.1. User Interface
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Note: You can learn how to install the LDAP plugin in our Admin Guide.

5.2 Content Authoring
5.2.1 Creating a topic
Right-click onto the Topicmap. The Search/Create Dialog appears.

DMX wants to make sure that you do not create something that already exists. That’s why you enter whatever
you want to create into the search field. Enter a term, e.g. a person’s given name.. DMX will answer “No match”.
Select “Person” from the predefined topic types and click “Create”.
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You will see a rectangle on your Topicmap. It contains the name you entered and it states that this is the person’s
first name.

Whenever you create a new topic the dialog proposes you to create something of the same topic type as last time.
You can change this by seleting a different topic type from the drop-down menu.
DMX’s default topic types
The DMX Standard Distribution comes with a few predefined topic types that you can select in the Search/Create
Dialog:
• Note
• Event
• Person
• Organization
• Bookmark
These standard type definitions have been synthesized from a variety of Personal Information Management (PIM)
applications. One advantage of DMX is that you have these different types of information in one interface and not
spread out in address books, calendars, browsers and file manager windows.
Using the DMX platform for personal information management is the use case of the DMX Standard Distribution.
If you want to learn about other use cases check out the list of currently available extensions for DMX.
If you want to develop your own type definitions, the Modeling section in this guide is the best place to start.

5.2.2 Creating an association
To create an association between two items grab the little gray or blue dot appearing at the border of the item you
want to connect.

5.2. Content Authoring
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Drag the line onto the other item until it is highlighted by a blue border.

Release your mouse button to create the association. A rectangle will open that shows you the in-map details of
the newly created association. Click somewhere into the map to hide the in-map details of the new association.
Note that an association does not necessarily connect two topics: You can also create associations between a topic
and an association or between two associations. To do so, attach the line to the little dot in the middle of the
assocation.

Now what is important is that there are different association types. The association in this example is of the most
generic type called Association. You can use it to note down that these two items are somehow related but you
can’t tell anything more specific (yet) about the association.
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If you need specific types of associations you can create your own association types. This is explained step-by-step
in the section about modeling.
Thinking of real-world examples, you will find that there is often more than one association between two things.
So DMX lets you create many different associations between two items.
Hint: You can play with different associations resp. association types on our Demo server, e.g. in the Person and
Organizations Topicmap.

5.2.3 Editing content
Editing in the Detail Panel
To start adding details to a topic you can use the Edit command from the context menu of an item. The Detail
Panel opens, with the “Info” tab selected and in “Edit” mode. Now you have the Topicmap on the left side of your
screen and the Detail Panel on the right side.
Here is what an item looks like in “Edit” mode in the first tab of the Detail Panel.

5.2. Content Authoring
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Some fields in the editing form can take more than one value: For instance, persons can have several telephone
numbers. In these cases, a “+” icon is revealed when you hover over the field with your mouse. Press it to get a
new field.
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When finished editing the item, press the “Save” button at the very bottom of the tab. There is an in-depth
explanation of the four Detail Panel tabs above, in the section about the Detail Panel.
Inline editing
You can also edit items in map using the inline editing mode. Click to select the topic and move your mouse to
the upper right corner of the box. In the upper right corner a closed lock appears, click to unlock it.

5.2. Content Authoring
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Double-click onto the content you want to change, do your edit and save the change.

Inline Topic Links
When editing an HTML field of an item you can directly link to other topics of your knowledge base. Select the
text you want to use as label for the link and then use the editor’s “T” icon.
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Link creation utilizes the Search/Create Dialog. Using it you can link to existing topics or create new ones onthe-fly.

Clicking on inline topic links will reveal the linked topic in the Topicmap.
Uploading or embedding images
Uploading images is currently only possible through embedding them in HTML fields. To upload or embed an
image select some text in an HTML field. The richtext editor opens.

5.2. Content Authoring
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The image icon lets you upload an image from your computer into the HTML field. The film icon lets you embed
an image from a website. For a more detailed description you are invited to have a look at one of our examples on
how to model a database of plants and how to picture plants in DMX through uploaded images.
Hint: You can find the same example on the Demo server in the Topicmap Modeling patterns and pitfalls to play
with.

5.2.4 Deleting things
Warning: There is an important difference between hiding items and deleting them. If you delete items they
are removed from the database forever. If you hide them, they are just no longer visible on the Topicmap
but you can bring them back by revealing them.
You delete things via the “Delete” command in the context menu.
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When you select “Delete” a dialog window opens. It informs you about the number of items you are about to
delete. You can confirm or cancel the deletion.

Bulk deletion
To delete several items in one go select all of them by clicking them with the CTRL or SHIFT key pressed.

Then proceed as above: Left- or right-click onto the item and drag your mouse onto the Delete command.

5.2. Content Authoring
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When you select Delete a confirmation dialog window opens to inform you about the number of items you are
about to delete. You can confirm or cancel the deletion.

5.3 Working with Topicmaps
The semantic storage of DMX contains your knowledge at large, your knowledge base. Everything you enter is
saved in the knowledge base until you delete it. What is important: Every item is saved in the knowledge base
only once, even if you use it in many Workspaces or Topicmaps or even re-renter it. All occurences of an item
display represent the one item in your semantic storage.
To visualize and organize your knowledge base for working at different tasks you use Topicmaps. For each
task, different items from your knowledge base may be relevant and the rest stay hidden. Thus, every Topicmap
represents just one view onto your knowledge base and with that, a situation of your daily work.
The following figure shows the relationship between the knowledge base and using items of it in different working
situations:
In the lower half you see a representation of the DMX semantic storage. It contains your complete knowledge
graph made up of topics and associations. (Note that it also contains the definitions of topic types and association
types which are not visualized here for clarity.)
In the upper half there are two different working contexts respectively Topicmaps. On each of them there is a
selection of topics and associations revealed depending on what the Topicmap is about. There can be much more
content in the database than what you actually display but everything that is visible in Topicmaps is stored in the
database.

5.3.1 Managing Topicmaps
Creating a Topicmap
To document a meeting, prepare for an interview or to do some research you can create a Topicmap. To create a
new Topicmap got to the Workspace it shall be assigned to. Open the Search/Create Dialog (right click). Enter
the name of the new Topicmap, select Topicmap from the “Create” menu and confirm with “Create”.
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For Topicmaps, the creation dialog has an additional drop-down menu. If you have the Geomaps plugin installed,
you can choose between a regular Topicmap and a Geomap. Without the plugin, you don’t have to choose anything.
Once created, the new Topicmap is opened. You can see its name in the Topicmap Selector and use it to switch
between Topicmaps.
Renaming a Topicmap
You can rename a Topicmap by clicking the “i” button next to the Topicmap Selector.

The “i” button reveals the Topicmap topic itself on the Topicmap. Long-click onto it and select “Edit” from the
context menu.
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The Detail Panel opens and lets you change the name.

After saving the change the new name appears in the Topicmap Selector. You can hide the Topicmap topic from
the map via the context menu.
5.3. Working with Topicmaps
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Note that you can drag the whole Topicmap into any direction. Just hold the left mouse button pressed somewhere
on the Topicmap and drag.
Panning and Zooming
Zooming in or out is done by scrolling up or down. Your cursor is the focus for panning. The fit and reset zoom
buttons in the upper toolbar help you to readjust a Topicmap to your screen respectively to its original position.
Placing items
You can grab individual or multiple items with your mouse and drag them where you want them to be. As
topicmaps are also contents in the semantic storage, the geometrical layout of each map is persisted across sessions
and users which facilitates the experience of so called “stable views”.
We think that, employing the concept of stable views leverages the power of humans visual and spatial memory at
the same time.
Hiding items

Note: There is an important difference between hiding items and deleting them. If you delete items they are
immediately removed from the database. If you hide them, they are just no longer visible on the Topicmap but
you can bring them back by revealing them.
You can hide items from the Topicmap by long-clicking onto them and using the “Hide” button in the context
menu. If you bring them back to the map later by searching them, they will reappear in the same spot in your map.
All previously revealed associations do so as well (see Automatic Revelation of Associations).
Pinning items
You can “open” more than one item at the same time by pinning the in-map details. This is very useful for
comparisons. Select a topic or an association so that its in-map details open. Click the little pin to keep them open.
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Note that the pinnings are persisted in the database along with the Topicmaps. That is why you can prepare a
Topicmap with pinned in-map details, knowing that everyone who opens the Topicmap will see it in that very
state.

5.3.2 Bulk operations
Bulk selection
You can bulk select several items by keeping the CTRL or SHIFT key pressed and drawing a rectangle around the
items you want to select. You can also click them with the CTRL or SHIFT key pressed. The selected topics now
have a blue border.
Moving topic clusters
Once you have bulk selected a few items, you can drag the whole selection where you want to place it.

5.3. Working with Topicmaps
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Hiding multiple items
To hide several items at once select them by keeping the CTRL or SHIFT key pressed and drawing a rectangle
around them or by clicking them with the CTRL or SHIFT key pressed.

5.3.3 View Configurations
Assigning icons and colors to topic types
You can assign icons from the Font Awesome collection to your topic types. Let’s say you have a topic type
“Publication” and you want all publications to have a book icon.
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You can do this through modifying the View Configuration of the type definition of a Publication. The so called
Topic Type definition represents not onto an individual publication but the general concept of a Publication in your
semantic storage.
• Select any “Publication” item in your semantic storage and use the “Related” Panel to reveal and select the
Topic Type named “Publication”.
• Open the Detail Panel by selecting “Details” from the context menu.
• Go to the fourth tab called “View”. Here you can view and edit the View Configuration of a topic type.
Click “Edit”.
• Click into the white field labeled “Icon”.

• You can either select an icon directly or use the search box.

• Hit save to apply the icon to all topics that are publications.

5.3. Working with Topicmaps
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Adding colors to different topic types can help you to keep track of your content on a populated topic map. You
can customize both the icon color and the background of a topic type. The settings are in the “View” tab of a topic
type as well. Each of them lets you open a color picker or enter a 6 digit color hexcode.

After saving, all instances of that topic type are recolored to match your setting.
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Assigning colors to association types
You can assign colors to association types just as you can assign icons to topic types. Select the association type
on your map, open the Detail Panel and open the fourth tab “View”. Choose a color for your association type and
save it.

5.4 Searching
To search in DMX open the Search/Create Dialog with a right-click on a Topicmap. Start typing what you are
looking for. DMX immediately displays all results that you have read access to. You refine the search by typing
in more letters.

5.4. Searching
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Note that the unfiltered search results include everything: Your actual content is displayed as well as topic types,
Topicmaps, association types etc.

5.4.1 . . . using the Type Filter
The Search/Create Dialog has two checkboxes right under the search field. They narrow down your search results
to certain topic types according to your filter.
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When you just enter a search term you potentially get a lot of unwanted results:

5.4. Searching
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The first checkbox “Search only selected type” lets you select a topic type you want to apply the search to. Tick
the box, then select a topic type:

If the topic type you need is not displayed in the drop-down menu you can add it: Scroll down to the bottom of the
drop-down menu. Select “Customize Type List. . . ” and tick all types you want to have in the drop-down menu.

5.4. Searching
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After that you see the choice was adapted to your needs:
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The second checkbox “Search child topics” lets you run more complex searches by applying the filter to the
selected topic type and its children: In this example you can see that searching for the term “Berlin” in the topic
type “Person” does not give any results because no person in the database is called “Berlin”.
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Ticking the second checkbox additionally searches address entries as a child type of the person type. This lets you
find all persons with an address in Berlin.

5.4.2 . . . using Query Syntax
The search in DMX is run by the powerful Lucene search engine. You can run simple queries by just entering a
search term. If this brings up too many results from your database, you can narrow down your search with more
complex queries. DMX supports the Lucene Query Parser Syntax.
Note: Enter more than one character to start searching.
When your search term consists of letters, you will only get results starting with this string. You won’t see results
containing the search term in the middle of a word. In the following example with the search term “cd” you see
that “cde” is displayed in the results, while “bcd” or “abcdef” are not.
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If you add a wildcard symbol in the beginning you ask for items beginning with one or multiple other characters
and ending with the search term. Add another wildcard at the end of the search term to query for items containing
it somewhere in the middle. There are two wildcard symbols:
• ? The question mark represents one character.
• * The asterisk represents zero, one or multiple characters.

If you enter more than one search term into the Search/Create Dialog the search engine interprets a logical AND
connection between them. In this example we search for everything containing “abc” AND “def” but not the
standalone “abc”.
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If you want to find all items that contain either “abc” OR “def” OR even both you replace the logical AND with a
logical OR like so:

To get the exact search phrase consisting of multiple words enter it surrounded by double quotes.
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Note: Search terms including Lucene Special Characters have to be escaped by a backslash \ or wrapped in
quotation marks ".
The following characters are Lucene Special Characters: + - && || ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ " ~ * ? :
\
To search for a string that contains one or more of these characters, like URLs (containing at least a colon) or
names containing a dash you have two possibilities:
1. Wrap the whole string in quotation marks (") to form a phrase search.
2. Escape the special character with a backslash (\).
For searches without any Lucene Special Characters DMX automatically appends a wildcard to search terms for a
better use experience. The moment you enter a Lucene Special Character this does not apply any more. If needed
you have to append the wildcard yourself. Here are some examples:
If your search terms does not include the special character you just get the results. DMX appends the wildcard
symbol to your search term.
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If your search terms contains a special character and you don’t intervene you don’t get any matches:

If you wrap the entire search term in quotation marks, Lucene presents you the exact matches:
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If you wrap a part of the string in quotation marks, Lucene only searches for this exact string and might not find
anything.

If you escape the special character and you add a wild card to the end of the string, Lucene searches for everything
that starts like your search term including the special character:
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Note: Advanced search along associations is not yet supported.

5.5 Navigating
5.5.1 Associative navigation
As the DMX semantic storage implements an associative data model, associative navigation is native to DMX. To
navigate across topics along associations use the Related command in the context menu of any item. This opens
the “Related” tab of the Detail Panel.
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Here you can learn more about all features the “Related” tab gives you to support you in associative navigation.

5.5.2 Switching between Topicmaps
You can switch between all Topicmaps of a Workspace by using the Topicmap Selector in the upper toolbar.

If you reveal the Topicmaps themselves in a Topicmap you can jump to different Topicmaps with a double-click.

5.5.3 Switching between Workspaces
Use the Workspace selector to switch between Workspaces.
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5.5.4 Using the browser history
Every view onto an item has a stable deep link that you can use for navigating back and forth in your browser: If
you have nothing selected, the URL (the address in your browser) shows the exact link to this Topicmap.

If you select something the URL changes: The ID of the currently selected item is appended to the URL.
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The state of the Detail Panel is reflected in the URL, too: It changes depending on the tab you have opened.

Using the back button of your browser brings you back to the situation you were looking at before. It is not an
“undo” though: Going back does not revert your latest change.

5.5.5 Automatic revelation of associations
Whenever you hide items, all visible associations connected to this item are hidden, too, as illustrated by the
following example. This is because associations cannot lack the player at the other end.
This is the original state of your Topicmap:

Here, the person is hidden as well as all associations that were revealed before:

If you want to restore the view you had earlier you can just reveal the person and all associations that were not
explicitly hidden before are brought back onto the Topicmap. Note that if you hide one of the person’s associations
manually, this association stays hidden when you hide and reveal the person. In this case the Topicmap would
look like this before and after revealing the person:
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5.6 Collaboration and Sharing
5.6.1 User accounts
Note: If you have existing users in an LDAP directory we recommend you to use our LDAP plugin. Learn how
to install it in our Admin Guide.
In DMX, you create user accounts just the way you create everything else, too: Enter a user name into the search
field. If the name does not exist yet you create it by selecting the topic type “User Account”. After that, a password
field appears. Only privileged accounts (like admin) can create user accounts.
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What is displayed after account creation is just the user name. The user account consists of the user name and
the password. Investigate the newly created user name via the “Related” button. The user name is associated with
some information:
• disk quota: how much space the user can use on the computer
• what type of sharing modes the account owner can select when creating new Workspaces
• if the account owner is allowed to log in at all
It is important that every user account is tied to the “System” Workspace (see below). In short, this allows others
to read their user name (only the name) to share content.
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Changing a password
Users can change their own password by searching for it and editing it. Open the Search/Create Dialog, enter
your user name and search for the according user account topic. Reveal it on the Topicmap.

Click it to open the in-map details and investigate it: The user account is a composite consisting of a user name
and a password. The password is not visible in clear text but it is hashed for more security.

Use the context menu to edit the user account.

Edit the password field in the Detail Panel. Enter the clear text password - DMX will hash it for you when you
press “save”.
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The admin password can be changed in the same way.

5.6.2 Workspaces
In DMX, Workspaces are the highest level of content organization. Each topic and association is tied to exactly
one Workspace. A Workspace can have one or many members. All members share the same permissons on a
workspaces content. Therefore workspaces provide different contexts for different domains of your work. Managing contents in workspaces is equivalent with managing who can read or write which contents in multi-user
scenarios.
To switch in between workspaces use the Workspace selector.
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As topicmaps are tied to workspace, the list of available Topicmaps in the Topicmaps selector will change if you
switch workspaces.
Pre-installed Workspaces
DMX comes with the following Workspaces:
• DMX: This workspace is public. It is displayed publicly when people come to the site.
• Private Workspace: This is the private workspace of the respective logged in user. Only this user can see
and and edit items as the Workspace is private.
• Administration: Only the admin or members of this workspace can view and edit items in this workspace.
Unprivileged user accounts do not see this workspace.
• System: The System workspace is readable by everyone who is logged in. It contains all user names that
exist in this DMX installation. The user names are readable to all users. This is needed for sharing content
with others as you will see below.

Creating a collaborative Workspace
A collaborative workspace allows you to share write permission on the contents of the workspace with other users.
To create a collborative workspace open the Search & Create dialog in a workspace you have write permission.
• Type in a name for the new workspace, select topic type Workspace.
• Set the Sharing Mode of the workspace to Collaborative.
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The new workspace is automatically selected. Click onto the blue information icon next to the Workspace selector
to reveal the Workspace topic itself on the Topicmap. Now you can add members to your collaborative workspace.

5.6.3 Workspace Memberships
Members of a Workspace are the workspace owner and all users with a Membership association to it. Workspaces
are the highest level for content organization. All members of a workspace share the same permissions on its
contents.
To inspect the existing members of a workspace, click onto the blue information icon next to the Workspace
selector. Using the “info” command will reveal the Workspace on the Topicmap. In the “Related” tab of the
workspace you can see a list of all usernames associated via a Membership assocation.
In the “Info” tab of the workspace you see also the SharingMode set for this workspace (see Sharing Modes.

Managing Memberships
• To add members to the Workspace search for the usernames you want to invite and reveal them on the map.
As mentioned above, all usernames are visible to all other logged in users. In DMX, membership is tied to
usernames.
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• If you don’t know their usernames you search for the topic type “Username” and navigate its “Related” tab
to see the existing user names in the Detail Panel. Reveal those you want to give access.
• Now that you have the Workspace itself and a user name on your Topicmap you can just create an association between the username and the Workspace.
• This association is automatically turned into an association of type Membership:

• The user you shared your Workspace with can now log in, select your collaborative Workspace and add
something, e.g. a note. This note is now accessible to all members of the Workspace. It will appear on the
selected Topicmap, visible to all Workspace members looking at the same Topicmap.
Note: You can create membership associations to every Workspace that you have write permission in.

5.6.4 Workspace Sharing Modes
In DMX, which user can use items (requires read permission) or edit items (requires write permission) is determined by the Sharing Mode of the Workspace the item resides in. Therefore, each topic and association is related
to exactly one Workspace at a time.
This makes Workspaces the core concept for sharing items and the key to fine-grained configuration of access
control. To make this easier for users, DMX comes with five sharing modes and users are able to move items in
between workspaces. The rule therefore is, each Workspace is of exaxctly one Sharing Mode. The creator of a
workspace can change the Sharing Mode of a workspace at any time.
Note: If you have read accesss to an item, you can reveal and use it in any Topicmap of any Workspace.
DMX provides five Sharing Modes to choose from when creating a Workspace.
• Private: In a Private Workspace just the owner of the Workspace can read and write its items.
• Confidential: In a Confidential Workspace only the owner can read and write items. Workspace members
can read, but not edit contents.
• Collaborative: A Collaborative Workspace can be read and edited by the owner and by all Workspace
members only.
• Public: A Public Workspace is world-readable and, when your DMX is connected to the internet, is the
same as publishing information on a website. All items in it can be read by the public, but only edited by
the owner of the workspace and all its members. The default “DMX” Workspace is an example of a public
Workspace.
• Common: In Common Workspaces, even non-logged in users can write contents. You can decide whether
you want to allow reading and/or writing for non-logged in users. If configured accordingly, a Common
Workspace on a DMX instance connected to the internet can be readable and writable to everyone on the
internet. See our Admin Documentation for more details.
If you explicitly do not want or need any of the five sharing modes, you can disable them via configuration.
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Moving objects in between Workspaces
As any item can only reside in one workspace at a time, it is possible to assign items to a different Workspace. For
this, you must have write permission on both the selected object and the target Workspace.
An example use case: You have a contact, a “Person” object, in your private Workspace that you want to share
with some other user.
Select the object and open the “Meta” tab in the Detail Panel. Hover over the Workspace field with your mouse
pointer and click the edit button. You can now select the target Workspace from the drop-down menu and hit
“Save”.

Note: This only works for individual selected objects. Bulk operations are not yet supported.
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Read-only Sessions
When you are logged in you can access the different Workspaces via the Workspace selector in the upper left
corner. Once you log out DMX you will only be able to read contents from workspaces with sharing mode Public
or Common. Items that are publicly readable stay visible in a topicmap, the rest disappears. In a public Workspace
you are no longer able to edit when logged out, but you can still control the viewport of the Topicmap. This is to
support a so called “kiosk mode” in which users can search, explore and navigate along all world-readable items
in your knowledge base.

5.7 Modeling
Attention: The “Modeling” chaper is flawed. See #29 and #30.
If you have questions, please use the DMX Forum.

5.7.1 Introduction to Data Modeling
A data model is an abstract model that defines all elements needed to represent items, their properties and their
relationships. DMX enables users to create their own data models.
It depends on your use case how you build your data model. In most cases, there is more than one possible way of
achieving what you need. None of them is right or wrong, but one of them might be more suitable. We therefore
recommend to consider the possibilities before implementing a data model. To show you what we mean by this,
we will discuss different ways of modeling below.
Types versus instances
To understand the fundamental concepts of DMX it is very important to understand the distinction between topic
types and topics, respectively between association types and associations. This distinction separates an abstract
concept (types) from the particular occurences (instances) of the concept.
For example, the particular bicycle in your garage is an instance of the type of thing known as “The bicycle”.
Types are the ideas or abstract descriptions of the things you want to represent. They can be sets, collections,
object classes or kinds of things.
Instances of a type are the concrete items, the content (topics and associations). In DMX you can create, edit and
visualize both, types and instances, even in the same Topicmap.
Topic types and topics
On the level of topic types you describe models of the topics you want to create. You can add your own topic
types.
Topic Type
Fruit
First name
Color

Instances / Topics
banana, apple, cherry
Cathy, Alice, Robin
red, yellow, blue, green

Note: In DMX every topic is an in instance of a specific topic type.
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Association types and associations
Associations represent the relationships between items. They represent real-world semantics. These can be relationships between topics or between associations or between a topic and an association. The most important
characteristic of associations in DMX is that you can qualify them to give them the meaning you need. You do
this by creating association types.
Association type
Organizational role
Involvement
Relationship

Related items
person and organization
person and publication
person and person

Instances / Associations
founder, member, employee
author, editor, reader, subject
friend, enemy, lover, mentor

Note: Every association is an instance of a specific association type.

Simple data types
Every topic or association has a data type. There are six different data types in DMX. Four of them are so-called
simple types:
• text: This is the default data type and it contains a text string.
• number: An example is “1984”.
• boolean: yes/no resp. true/false
• html: HTML
Composites and composition definitions
The two other data types are composites. First of all, “composite” means that this data type is put together from
several simple data types. The name of a person mostly consists of at least a first name and a last name. An
address entry is put together from a street name, a number, a postal code, a city.
A composition definition is an association type within a composite: As you will see below you define a composite
by creating associations between topic types and/or association types. By doing so you define the parent-child
relations, the cardinality of properties, and the identity attributes (unique identifiers) for your data model. This
kind of association type is called a composition definition.
For associations there is just one composite data type which is obviously called composite. For topic types DMX
has two composite types: value and entity.
These terms exist to clarify what you are referring to when changes occur. Think of real-world contexts and how
people are able to understand what changed. If a person has a new address this could mean they moved, but it
could also mean the street was renamed. You can model these two different case by using the data types “entity”
and “value”.
The composite type “entity”
In DMX, entity is used when you want to refer to the same thing as before even if something changes. If an
address changes because the street is renamed you would still mean the same house at the same geolocation. If
you save a bookmark to refer to an article and the URL of that article changes, the article and its description would
be the same as before. If you edit a person’s details in your address book the person itself stays the same, even if
their phone number changes.
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The composite type “value”
The composite data type “value” is used whenever you want to refer to something different upon a change. While
the topic type person is a composite of the data type “entity”, the topic type person name is a composite of the
data type “value”:
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If a person changes their name the change is done by deleting the association to the old name and by creating an
association to the new name.
The background to this is the following: In DMX, every item is saved in the database only once. For example, there
is one last name called “Jones” in the database. All persons who share this name are associated to it. Technically,
this means that many parents share the same child. Upon a change of name, the old name stays in the database
because it may be associated to other items: Many people are called Cathy or Jones so the database entries can be
considered to be a dictionary of names. The persons are just associated to immutable names but the associations
between them can be deleted and redone.
Here is what this change looks like: Before, the person Cathy Jones is related to the person name, a composite of
first name and last name. This is shown by the red associations.
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To assign a different name to the person, you just edit the person’s entry and change the name. The association
between the person and the person name is deleted. A new association is created. The old person name stays in
the database, disconnected from this instance of a person. If you are sure you do not need it, you can explicitly
delete it.
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Defining your own Type URIs
Upon creation every type gets an automatically generated Type URI. It looks like this:
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URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers) identify resources unambiguously. For global uniqueness they follow a
specific syntax.
When you dive into modeling or development with DMX you should adapt these Type URIs to your own projects
with meaningful names. Developers working with the types in a specific project can then address them easily
without unintended duplicates or changes.
There is a best practice for choosing your Type URIs: Namespaces shall follow the pattern domain.project.
typename. You can use DNS domains for the first part, or just think of an unambiguous abbreviation. An
example for the URI of a topic type “publication” on our own demo server could be systems.dmx.demo.
publication or just dmx.demo.publication.
You can edit the Type URIs via the edit button.
Note: You have adapt the TypeURIs before adding any instances!

5.7.2 Creating a simple topic type
You can add a topic type via the Search & Create Dialog. Search for what you want to add. If it does not exist in
the DMX database, yet, select the topic type “Topic Type” and click “Create”. By default, a new topic type has
the simple data type “Text”.

5.7.3 Creating a composite topic type
To create your own composite topic type with a few properties here is how to proceed. Let’s say you want to add
a topic type “publication”. Each publication shall have a title and a year.
• Open the search field. Enter “Publication”, select “Topic Type” and press “create”.
• Go into editing mode via the context menu. Change the data type from “Text” to “Entity” and hit “Save”.
Click somewhere into your map to close the Detail Panel.
• Open the search field and enter “Title”. You will find that two entries already exist. They come from the
default topics types “Event” and “Note” which also have titles. Create a new topic type, e.g. “Title of
Publication”.
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• Create an association between the title item and the publication item. DMX will display what you just
created:
– You created an association of the type “Composition Definition”. Composition Definition means that
you are defining a more complex context between items on your map: The relationship between a
publication, a title and a year.
– “Cardinality: One” means that each publication has exactly one title, not more.
– The rest of the information refers to the role types: The publication is called the parent type, the title
is the child type. These are technical terms to define that a publication has a title, but a title does not
have a publication.

Note: Identity Attributes
For a composite with the data type “entity” you should define at least one identity attribute. The identity attribute
is the item’s unique identifier - the information that makes it unique. If needed, you can define more than one
identity attribute. When modeling a composite it is important that you add the identity attribute as the first
child to the parent. This is how you tell DMX to fill in this field with what you enter into the Search/Create
Dialog.
• Add an identity attribute. In our example the title shall be the unique identifier of the publication. You
thus edit the association you just created between the title and the publication. Tick the checkbox “Identity
Attribute”. (In real life, you would maybe use the ISBN number as the identity attribute or as one of several
identity attributes.)
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• Right below that checkbox there is another one called “Include in Label”. Tick it for the information that
should be used in the item’s name. It determines which attribute is shown on the Topicmap and on top in
the Detail Panel. In this example we want the book title to appear there.
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• Again, click somewhere onto the map and reopen the search field. Search for the year and open the existing
topic type “Year”. Pull it onto the publication.
You are now ready to use this data model you just built to add content.
• Open the search field and enter the title of a publication. From the Topic Type menu you can now select
“Publication”.
• The title is automatically filled in from the search field.
• Edit your new publication and add a year.

5.7.4 Creating association types
One of the strengths of DMX is that you can build your own association types in the same user interface. Association types represent different relationships between items. In their simplest form, associations are “lines”
between things without any deeper meaning embedded in the line. Their association type is called “Association”.
For semantic authoring more complex associations are needed to qualify relationships.
Please keep in mind that the different ways of modeling associations shown below are options. Often, there is
more than one way to do it. None of the different ways is right or wrong but one might suit your use case better
than the others. You can achieve the same meaning via different data models, but they differ in the following
respects:
• how you enter data on the level of instances and
• how search results are presented.
Creating a simple association type
To create a simple association type open the Search/Create Dialog and enter the name of the association. Select
“Association Type” from the Topic Type menu and click “Create”.

The data type of a simple association type is “Text”. To use the Association Type in your instances create an
association between two topics and edit it:
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The direct search for associations is still a planned feature. When you search for one of two connected players, and
you sort the results by association type, you get a list of all instances this player is connected to via that association
type.
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Creating a composite association type
Just like Topic Types, Association Types can be composites. You can make them as complex as you need. The
Association Type “Organization Involvement” that comes with the DMX standard distribution is an example for a
composite association type.
Have a look at the details: The association type includes a composition definition to model the different roles a
person can have in an organization.
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“Organizational Role” is a simple topic type (data type: text). The actual roles (like “member” or “founder”) are
instances of the topic type “Organizational Role”. They are not part of the data model.
For modeling, the composition definition between “Organization Involvement” and “Organizational Role” is important. It has a special view configuration that you can investigate on the view tab of the Detail Panel:
• The “Widget” setting is set to “Select”. This allows you to select roles from a predefined list of instances
when adding content (“member”, “founder”).
• The two other checkboxes called “clearable” and “customizable” are ticked. It only makes sense to use them
in connection with “Widget: Select”. “Clearable” decides whether you allow instances of this association
type to only have the values you explicitly defined or whether it shall be possible to clear the field to leave
it empty. In this case, there will be a little cross icon for clearing it. “Customizable” decides whether you
allow to enter values on the fly by just typing in something different that was not predefined by you. If both
checkboxes are left empty, one of your predefined values has to be selected. The value cannot be empty and
there will be no possibility of typing into the field.

On the left side of this screenshot you can see the essentials of this data model. On the right side there are instances
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of “Organization”, “Person”, “Organization Involvement” and “Organizational Role”.

Search results are presented differently according to your sort mode: When you search for an organization and you
open the “Related” tab in the Detail Panel you can either sort by Topic Type and get a list of all related persons.
Their roles are then displayed as well.
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Sort the same list by association type. As the association is “Organization Involvement” you get the list of persons,
too, but their roles are omitted here.
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Custom Association Types
Custom Association Types are a different way of modeling associations. They are a powerful, semantic authoring
tool that is unique to DMX.
In short, they work like this:
• You create an association type.
• You create a composite topic type.
• At least one child topic type in the composition definition is linked to the parent type through your newly
created association type.
• When you create instances of the parent type, the according child instances are created and connected with
your Custom Association Type automatically.
To grasp the power of Custom Association Types, it is important to consider the consequences of such a model:
• Custom Association Types are used in composition definitions.
• You can benefit from DMX’s model-driven form generator: When you create instances of the composite
you defined, the editing form contains fields for all identity attributes of child instances. You thus get a form
with all properties you want to add. The child instances linked to the parent by a Custom Association Type
are also part of the form. When you fill in those fields, the semantics of the Custom Association type are
carried over to the instance. You do not have to drag associations but they are added for you through the
form resp. your data model.
Here is an example:
• Create the topic types “Publication” (data type “entity”) and “Publication Title” (text).
• Reveal the built-in topic type “Person”.
• Create an association type called “Author”.
• Create an association between the topic type Person and the topic type Publication. Edit it and open the
drop-down menu “Custom Association Type”. Select “Author” and click save.
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Your Composition Definition looks like this:
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This is your data model:
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Use this model to create an instance and see how the semantics of the Custom Association Type are carried over
to the instances:
• Create a new publication by entering a title into the Search/Create Dialog and selecting the topic type
publication.
• Edit the publication.
• In the autogenerated editing form you now have fields for the author (first name, last name).
• When typing in a name, DMX’s autocompletion offers you existing person names that you can select.
• If the author you enter does not yet exist in the database, DMX creates a new person and directly
adds the custom association “Author” between this person and the publication.

When you now search for a publication, the person (the author) cannot be found in the “Related” tab, but in the
“Info” tab as it is a direct child topic of the publication.
Note: When to use Custom Association Types?
1. If your data model contains a clear parent-child relationship Custom Association Types are the recommended way of modeling these relationships. This is the case when you need a child type to describe the
whole entity. (For example you want publications to have authors, and authors are persons.) Create a Composition Definition between parent type and child type and add a Custom Association Type to it as described
below.
2. If your data model does not have a such clear parent-child relationship we recommend to create associations
manually.

5.7.5 Creating a role type
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Note: You can investigate this example on our Demo Server, in the Workspace “DMX User Guide Data Model”,
Topicmap “1 Persons and Organizations”.
Role types refer to the players connected by associations. They are important when creating associations but they
are used at the end points of associations.
Oftentimes when you create associations it is clear which of the two connected players is in which role: In the
example above, the publication is the parent type and the title is the child type. There are cases though where you
want to define your own role types because without them the relationship (or its “direction”) is not clear: This is
likely needed when two players of the same type are associated. An example could be a hierarchical relationship
between two persons like an employment relation. You would model the employment relation as an association
type. But when you create instances of this association you would not see which player is in which role: Which
person is the manager and which person is the employee? Here is how to deal with this use case:
• Create the association type “Employment relation”.
• Create two new role types called “Manager” and “Employee”.

Create your content, the instances:
• Create two persons.
• Create an assocation between them, edit it and select the association type “Employment relation”. Look at
the in-map details: Both persons have the default role type. You cannot tell who is in which role.
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• Edit the association again and edit the roles of both players. The role types you created are selectable from
the drop-down menu.
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This is what your result looks like:
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5.7.6 Exploring the data model
You can explore the data model by revealing its parts in Topicmaps. The topic types with all their properties (that
is associations to other topic types) are saved in the database just like all your content. To understand how topic
types and association types are built you can thus just navigate them.
To explore an example, we can once more refer to the built-in topic type “Person”. To look at the data model of a
person, click onto an instance, e.g. a person you created and select “Related”.

The Detail Panel on the right side will open. You are now looking at the Related tab. It displays a list of all items
that are logically related to this concrete person:
• the organization you linked the person to
• the name of the person (because so far this is the only information you added to the person)
• the topic type “person”. Your concrete person is an instance of the general idea of persons, so it is linked to
this general idea, the topic type.
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• the Topicmap this topic is associated with
• the Workspace the topic is in
You can now click on each of the list items and they will appear on the Topicmap. Click onto the topic type
“person”. The topic type “person” is displayed with an association to the instance “Cathy Jones”. The link
between both has a different color. You can click onto the link again, show what is related and you can see that
this association is an “instantiation”: The topic is an instance of the topic type. To see if there are more instances
(more persons), show the “Related” tab of the topic type “person”. Among other information about how the topic
type is integrated into the rest of the context you can see all existing persons entered so far. (Or more precisely:
All existing instances you have read access to.)
Here you are looking at your data and at a part of the data model it is based upon. Again, you can hide what you
do not want to see in your map when you are done exploring.

5.7.7 Visualizing edge connections
In the examples above you have seen nodes that are connected by edges, e.g. two topics (or topic types) that are
connected by associations. This is not sufficient in a data model that is supposed to show real-world relationships.
The associations themselves can be very complex and can have many properties.
With DMX’s associative data model, these complex associations can be modeled and they can even be visualized
on Topicmaps: They show as associations connected to other associations.
Let’s return to the example of a publication and its author: The authorship is a qualified description of the association between a person and a publication. If you look at the “Related” tab of such a qualified association you can
see the connection between the association and and the association type:
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5.7.8 Modeling patterns and pitfalls
How to model topic types with dates or time spans?
Let’s say you want to model plants. Among other properties, they shall have a blooming period. Here is how to
proceed:
Create a topic type “Tree”. Edit it and change its data type to “entity”.
Note: The data type “entity”
1. Your tree is more complex than just a text field or a number: You want to add properties to it. You thus do
not need a simple but a composite data type.
2. You choose “entity” (not “value”) because upon a change of properties you still mean the same type of tree.
You want to add, remove, or change properties, the number of properties might grow over time. By choosing
the data type “entity” you tell DMX that regardless of those changes you will mean the same thing.
Create a topic type “Tree name”. It can keep the default data type “text”. Create an association between the “Tree
name” and the “Tree”. By dragging from the child type (“Tree name”) to the parent type (“Tree”) you assign the
right order on the fly.
Create a topic type “Blooming period”. Edit it and change its data type to “value”. Create an association between
the topic type “Blooming period” and the topic type “Tree”.
Note: The data type “value”
1. Your blooming period is also more complex than a number. Even a single date (instead of a period with
a beginning and an end) consists of more than a number, e.g. a day, a month, and a year. So you need a
composite data type here, too.
2. You choose “value” (not “entity”) because your data will not stay identical when you change it. The blooming periods “April to June” and “June to July” are different blooming periods (even if they change for the
same type of plant).
To add dates to your topic type “Blooming period”, use the predefined date topic type: Search for it and reveal it
on the Topicmap.
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Investigate it by looking at the in-map details.
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In the next step you assign two dates to the topic type “Blooming period”: The start date and the end date.
Note: Custom Association Types
You cannot create two or more associations of the same association type between two items. Use Custom Association Types to avoid errors.
Create the first association between the topic type “Date” and the topic type “Blooming period”. Edit the association and open the drop-down menu called “Custom Association Type”. Select “From”. This is a predefined
Custom Association Type.
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For the end date create another association between the topic type “Date” and the topic type “Blooming period”.
Edit it, too, and select the Custom Association Type “To” this time.
Your data model now looks like this:

To check, create an instance, a tree, click edit, you now have a form for dates.
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How to model a composite with a related composite?
Let’s stick with the example of modeling plants. For each plant you want to have the possibility to add images.
The form in the Detail Panel of a plant shall include all necessary details about an image: You want each image to
have a title, an attribution, and the image itself (whether embedded or uploaded).
Create a topic type “Tree”. Edit it and change its data type to “entity”.
Create a topic type “Tree Image”. Change its data type to “value”.
Note: The data type “value”
In this example, we want the “Tree Image” to represent the following: If we change any of its properties, it would
no longer be the same image. If we change the title, the attribution or the link to the actual image file, it shall be a
different image.
Add three more topic types:
• Image Title (data type text)
• Attribution (data type text)
• Link to image (data type HTML)
Create associations between the topic types:
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• Pull the “Tree Image” onto the “Tree”. Edit the association. Change the cardinality to “Many” so that you
can add several images to each tree.
• Create associations from each of the other three topic types to the “Tree Image”.
You now have this view:

Investigate your composite “Tree Image”:
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Next, we have to edit an association inside the composite “Tree Image”: Edit the first association (Tree Image ->
Image Title). The “Image Title” shall be the unique identifier of our composite “Tree Image”. Set the “Identity
Attribute” and the “Include in Label” button to true.
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The model is ready to use: Create an instance of “Tree”. Your edit form now has fields to enter all properties of
your image. You have an “add” button (with a “+”) to add more than one image, as you stated that a tree can have
many images (cardinality “Many”).
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When you save the details, the Detail Panel hides the empty fields.

The in-map details also just display the information you entered while empty fields are hidden.
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How to change the order of fields in a form?
You modeled a composite and when you created your first instance you saw that the fields are in the wrong order?
You can fix it. DMX creates the form in the order you created the associations in when modeling. In this example
we will change the order of the “To” and “From” fields:
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Both fields are associated to a composite “Blooming period”. Edit that composite.
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In the Detail Panel you can now drag the child types into the right order with your mouse.
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How to unclutter the choice of topic types
When you have created many topic types for building composites you will notice that the drop-down menu for
topic type creation fills up with topic types you might not need there.
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To clean up, reveal a topic type you want to hide from the create menu on your Topicmap. Open the Detail Panel
by selecting “Details” from the context menu. In the Detail Panel switch to the fourth tab, the “View” tab and edit
the View Configuration. Untick the “Add to Create Menu” checkbox and save the change.
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6

DMX Developer Guide

This guide describes how to develop DMX plugins.

6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 What a DMX plugin can do
To give you an impression what a DMX plugin can do, these might be the effects once you install one:
• The database contains an additional data model resp. existing data models are changed/extended. In DMX
a data model consists basically of Topic Types and Association Types. Some of the types may appear in the
DMX Webclient menus. E.g. the dmx-notes plugin creates the “Note” data model and let the “Note” topic
type appear in the DMX Webclient search/create dialog, allowing the user to create/edit/search notes.
• The DMX Webclient is customized:
– Customized topic/association detail renderings. E.g. the dmx-datetime plugin provides formatters/editors for date and time values.
– Customized topicmap renderings. An additional Topicmap Type becomes available in the
search/create dialog. E.g. once dmx-geomaps plugin is installed the user can create geo maps (besides normal topicmaps).
– New commands appear in the topic/association context menu. E.g. the dmx-dita plugin defines a
topic type “DITA Processor”, and adds a “Run” command to the context menu of DITA Processor
topics.
• A custom web front-end, completely independent from DMX Webclient, becomes available at a dedicated URL. E.g. once the dmx-mobile plugin is installed you can launch its front-end via http://
localhost:8080/systems.dmx.mobile/. You might recognize that some front-end widgets are
recycled from the DMX Webclient, e.g. the detail/form renderer and the search/create dialog.
• At back-end an additional OSGi service becomes available, consumable by other plugins. E.g. the
dmx-workspaces plugin provides the WorkspacesService. Any plugin can consume it and call e.g. its
createWorkspace() method in order to programmatically create a workspace.
• An additional RESTful service (with an underlying OSGi service) becomes available at a dedicated namespace URI. E.g. when the dmx-topicmaps plugin is installed its RESTful service for creating/manipulating
topicmaps becomes available under http://localhost:8080/topicmaps. A RESTful service is
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accessible by any DMX front-end as well as by any external application, regardless of programming language. E.g. there is a DMX-CLI written in Python: py4dmx.
A DMX plugin contains one or more of these effects, in an arbitrary combination.
In every case a plugin is a single .jar file prefixed by dmx-, e.g. dmx-geomaps-0.1.jar. A plugin is
hot-deployed/stopped/updated at runtime by (re)moving that .jar file to/from bundle-deploy/.
Hint: The DMX platform itself is built from (about 20) plugins, e.g. dmx-webclient, dmx-topicmaps, dmxcontacts, dmx-search. These plugins are in no way different than the plugins you’re developing. Furthermore
there are various external plugins available (via separate download), e.g. dmx-geomaps, dmx-mobile.
Whenever this guide mentions a plugin it links to its source code. This provides you a great learning resource as
you can explore how “real” DMX plugins are made.

6.1.2 The DMX platform
The DMX platform is a web application server written in Java. It provides a framework for application developers.
Traditionally a web application consists of 3 parts: data model, business logic (server-side), and a front-end. In
DMX there are no applications. Instead there is the DMX platform on one hand, and DMX plugins on the other,
nothing else. One specialty about a DMX plugin (green) is that it can contain both, a back-end portion and a
front-end portion, in one single hot-deployable .jar file.

In its back-end portion (P1) a plugin can a) define a data model (creating Types and their relationships), and/or b)
provide business logic in form of an OSGi service (consumable by other plugins or through a REST API). In its
client-side portion a plugin either creates a front-end (P2, P3), or extends an existing front-end (P4).
All installed plugins operate on the same semantic storage. The platform features a 5-level access control system
(private, confidential, collaborative, public, common). Every storage operation is controlled on the basis of the
current HTTP request’s authorization. Plugins can operate on the semantic storage exclusively by using the DMX
Core Service (CoreService API).
The heart of the platform is the DMX Core. The Core provides the runtime environment for DMX plugins. The
Core a) loads plugins and manages their life-cycle, and b) governs all access to the semantic storage, and provides
this duty as DMX Core Service.
Hint: The most prominent DMX plugin is probably dmx-webclient (see P3). It creates an extensible web frontend: the well-known “DMX Webclient”.

6.1.3 Semantic Storage
• The Semantic Storage holds a network of topics and associations. Unconnected subnetworks can exist.
Topics and associations together are referred to as DMX Objects.
• In DMX there are no properties. Every thing/concept that exists in the world is represented as an independent object, not as a property of another object. Objects have relationships to other objects. DMX represents
meaning not as properties but as relationships.
• Both, topics and associations are value holders. A value is either simple or composite. A simple value has
a data type (text, number, boolean, html). A composite value is represented as a tree made of topics and
associations. The root is either a topic or an association, the children are topics.
• Both, topics and associations are semantically typed. A type is identified by its URI. Examples for type URIs
are dmx.contacts.person and dmx.core.composition, denoting a topic type and an association
type respectively.
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• Type URIs are mappable to public vocabularies like Dublin Core or schema.org.
• Uniqueness: everything that exists in reality only once exists in DMX only once as well, e.g. a city, a person,
or a postal address. E.g. the city “Berlin” exists exactly once and is shared between all postal addresses
within Berlin.
• Multi user support: every DMX object is assigned to a Workspace which imposes an access level: private,
confidential, collaborative, public, and common. Access control is enforced by the DMX Core on a perrequest basis, by inspecting the request’s Authorization header.

Fig. 1: 2 persons live at the same place. The corresponding Address topic is shared between 2 Person topics.
“Person” and “Address” are composite types, at the leaves are values of simple types. Below each topic its type
URI is shown.
Hint: This guide refers to the Semantic Storage just by “database” as well.

Immutability
Besides representation the semantic storage is also responsible for data manipulation. Manipulating of shared
semantic data is a tricky thing. As everything is stored only once and is potentially shared by many parents,
changing a shared object might have unintended semantic side effects.
Example: an Address topic is shared between many Person topics, the semantics being: these persons live/work
together. Now consider one particular person is moving. We must not change the value of the Address topic, as
this would express wrong semantics. Only one person has moved, not all together.
To solve the problem of side effects, in DMX values are immutable, they never change. Only the associations
forming the composite values do.
When issuing the move-person request the DMX Core creates a new Address topic and associates it to the person
moved. Not quite: actually DMX will first look if such an address exists already, that is an Address topic with
exactly the 4 particular children (“Petersburger Straße 101”, “10247”, “Berlin”, “Germany”), and if so associate
that one.
When updating a composite topic you never maintain the hierarchy associations manually. You just give a (fragment of the) new value hierarchy, and the Core will maintain the associations. This Core responsibility is called
Value Integration. This works for arbitrary hierarchy depth.

Fig. 2: After one person has moved the 2 persons do not share a common Address topic anymore; the City topic
“Berlin” and Country topic “Germany” are still shared between the 2 Address topics though.

Value vs. Entity
We’ve seen values in DMX are immutable. When an address’s (parent) street and postal code (children) change, a
new Address topic is created. Now lets consider another change-request, Peter Meyer changes his phone number,
and apply the very same rule as with the address. As the particular person (parent) phone (child) combination does
not yet exist, a new Person topic would be created. That is we have now 2 “Peter Meyer” topics when in reality
there is only one. The uniqueness criteria (see Semantic Storage) is violated.
The solution is to introduce another concept – Entity – and categorize composite types either as value type or
entity type.
Values are immutable. Simple topics are always immutable. Examples for values: “Person Name”, “First Name”,
“Last Name”, “Street”, “Postal Code”, “City”, “Address”, “Time”, “Date”, “Geo Coordinate”.
Entities on the other hand are mutable. An entity topic’s child hierarchy may change while the topic keeps its
identity. When modeling an entity type, you have to configure whose of its children make up its identity. A person
6.1. Introduction
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could be identified e.g. either by the Name/Birthday/City of Birth combination or by a synthetic attribute like
Social Security Number. Examples for entities: “Person”, “Note”.
Associative Model of Data
The above images suggest the DMX storage model is graph based: nodes and edges.
Actually DMX is based on the Associative Model of Data, an substantial extension of the graph model.
While in a graph an edge is always a connection between 2 nodes,
in the Associative Model of Data an edge can connect edges too.
That is an edge connects either 2 nodes (as traditionally, see A1), or a node and an edge (A2), or 2 edges (A3).
Basically DMX makes associations objects of discourse too.
sociated with other topics/associations,
just like topics.
sive highly-connected structures at both levels,
data model

Associations can be asThis results in expresand content (= instances).

Here an associative data
model for a “bookstore” application is shown. Note that “Customer”, “Order”, and “Stock” are modeled as associations (not as topics).
That is a “Customer” instance is an association (not a topic), e.g. between “Michael Peters” (a “Person”) and
“Bookpages” (a “Legal Entity”).
Furthermore note that “Order” is an association between “Customer” and “Book”, that is an association between
a topic and an association. An order has a date and a price. With every purchase the customer’s “Points” account
grows. For every book in stock the store keeps the information with how many points its purchase is rewarded.
Hint: Learn more about the Associative Model of Data:

Joseph V. Homan, Paul J. Kovacs – A Comparison Of The Relational Database Model And The Associative
Database Model (6 page article)
Issues in Information Systems, Volume X, No. 1, 2009
http://iacis.org/iis/2009/P2009_1301.pdf

Simon Williams – The Associative Model Of Data (24 page article)
Journal of Database Marketing, Volume 8, 4, 2001
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1057/palgrave.jdm.3240049.pdf

Simon Williams – The Associative Model Of Data (book, 284 pages)
Lazy Software, 2nd edition, 2002
https://web.archive.org/web/20181219134621/http://sentences.com/docs/amd.pdf

6.1.4 Hot code replacement
TODO: revise/extend
Technically the DMX platform is a Java/OSGi based application server. OSGi is a service oriented component
architecture to support modularity. A DMX plugin is also an OSGi Bundle. A DMX application consists of one or
more plugins. Plugins provide services consumable by other plugins, and exposed via a REST API. Plugins can be
installed/updated/uninstalled without restarting the server (Hot Deployment). When a service becomes unavailable
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all plugins depending on that service shutdown. When the service becomes available again, all depending plugins
are activated again. This has great advantages for both administration and development.

6.1.5 The 4 plugin archetypes
To find out what type of plugin (see P1-P4 figure above) you’re about to develop, ask yourself these questions:
• Will it have a back-end portion?
• Will it have a front-end portion? If yes:
– Will it extend the DMX Webclient (or a custom front-end)? Or:
– Will it create a custom front-end
Note: the “plugin type” is nothing explicit. You effectively change a plugin’s type by adding/removing the respective portions/assets to/from it.
The following list gives you an impression what it means when you’re developing a DMX plugin of the respective
type:
Back-end-only (P1) A plugin that acts purely at the back-end. It defines a data model (optionally) and/or provides
business logic:
• Defines a data model: creating Topic Types, Association Types, Role Types, and default instances.
Your data model can build upon, and even change, the data models provided by the platform or by
other plugins. To do so in a controlled manner the platform provides a migration facility that runs the
migrations provided by a plugin.
A purely passive plugin that has no program logic but solely defines a data model is nothing unusual.
Often in this case no custom Java code is required at all; you define a data model declaratively in
JSON.
Examples are basically the dmx-base, dmx-bookmarks, dmx-contacts, dmx-datetime, dmx-events,
dmx-notes, and the dmx-tags plugins. These effectively create the included DMX applications (Note
Taking, Contact Management, Bookmark Management, and Calendar), just by providing data models.
All the functionality on the other hand (e.g. create, search, edit, navigate, share, delete) is generic
platform functionality.
• Has custom Java code:
– Provides business logic as OSGi service. A service method can be made RESTful just by adding
JAX-RS annotations. JAX-RS knowledge is useful.
– Consumes OSGi services provided by other plugins, or by the platform.
– Listens to Core events, and events fired by other plugins.
– Implements plugin life-cycle hooks.
Front-end (P2) A plugin that creates a user interface:
• Has all the assets (index.html, .vue, .js, .css, . . . ) to create a SPA front-end.
• Communicates with the back-end via dmx-api library.
Examples are the dmx-webclient and dmx-mobile plugins.
Use case Headless CMS: You’re relying basically on DMX back-end capabilities (see P1) and build a
custom front-end. You can freely choose the 3rd party front-end libraries/frameworks then. You’re not
bound to Vue or anything. For convenience you’ll probably use the dmx-api library to communicate with
the DMX back-end. And if you’re using Vue you can possibly re-use some of the Vue components the
DMX Webclient is built from, e.g. the detail renderer/form generator (dmx-object-renderer) or the topicmap
rendering (dmx-topicmap-panel). See npm for available components.
Such a plugin can have a back-end part as well (see P1).
Front-end Host (P3) A plugin that creates a user interface (see P2) that is extensible by other plugins (see P4):
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• Manages loading the front-end parts of installed plugins.
An example is the dmx-webclient plugin. Other plugins can extend it e.g. with additional topic/topicmap
renderers and menu items.
Such a plugin can have a back-end part as well (see P1).
Front-end Extension (P4) A plugin that extends the user interface created by another plugin:
• Has all the assets (e.g. .vue, .js) as expected by the Front-end Host (see P3).
Examples are the dmx-accesscontrol, dmx-base, dmx-contacts, dmx-datetime, dmx-details, dmx-helpmenu, dmx-search, dmx-topicmaps, dmx-typeeditor, dmx-workspaces, and the dmx-geomaps plugins. All
their front-end parts extend the DMX Webclient.
When developing an extension for the DMX Webclient you’ll get in touch with Vue (for reactivity), Vuex
(state management), and possibly Element UI (widgets). These are the libraries the DMX Webclient is built
from.
You can start developing a DMX Webclient extension by cloning dmx-plugin-template.
Such a plugin can have a back-end part as well (see P1).
Important: Building a DMX plugin is possible only if the DMX platform components exist in your local Maven
repository. To fulfill this requirement you’re requested to build the DMX platform from source first.

6.1.6 Building DMX platform from source
Requirements:
• Java 8 (other versions do not work)
• Maven
• Node.js
• Git
Build DMX platform from source:
$ git clone https://git.dmx.systems/dmx-platform/dmx-platform.git
$ cd dmx-platform
$ mvn install -P all

This builds all components of the DMX platform and installs them in your local Maven repository. All tests are
run; you’ll see a lot of information logged, cumulating in:
...
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
...

-----------------------------------------------------------------------BUILD SUCCESS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Total time: 02:41 min

6.2 The plugin turn-around cycle
This chapter illustrates how to set up a plugin project, how to build and deploy a plugin, and how to redeploy it
once you’ve made changes.
We develop a very simple plugin from scratch called “DMX Bookstore”. According to the above P1-P4 figure the
Bookstore plugin is of type back-end-only (P1). It has no logic (no Java or JavaScript code). The only thing the
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Bookstore plugin does is defining a 1st version of the “Bookstore” data model. Mainly JSON is in use. So this
type of plugin is quite easy to create, even for non-programmers.
On the other hand in conjunction with the DMX Webclient installing even a data-model-only plugin like DMX
Bookstore has quite an impact. You can instantly create/edit Book topics. You do so via forms which are autogenerated from the data model. All the generic features like search, delete, hide, navigate, associate are there
immediately. Basically this means: data model goes in, basis of a bookstore CMS comes out.
Hint: Instead of creating a plugin you could, of course, create the “Bookstore” data model interactively in the
DMX Webclient. The result would be the same. However, if a data model is packaged as a plugin this means you
can distribute it. Other DMX users can install your plugin and make use of your data model.

6.2.1 Develop the “Bookstore” plugin
Create a dmx-bookstore/ directory inside DMX’s modules-external/ directory. Plugin directories have
a dmx- prefix by convention. The directory content follows a certain file structure and naming standard. The files
are text files (xml, json, properties, java, js, css) and resources like images.
To create the DMX Bookstore plugin setup a directory structure as follows:
dmx-bookstore/
pom.xml
src/
main/
resources/
migrations/
migration1.json
plugin.properties

Create the file pom.xml with this content:
<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/
˓→2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache.org/
˓→maven-v4_0_0.xsd">
<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
<name>DMX Bookstore</name>
<groupId>my.domain</groupId>
<artifactId>dmx-bookstore</artifactId>
<version>0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<packaging>bundle</packaging>
<parent>
<groupId>systems.dmx</groupId>
<artifactId>dmx-plugin</artifactId>
<version>5.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
</parent>
</project>

Create the file migration1.json:
[
{
"assoc_types": [
{
"value":
"uri":

"Author",
"bookstore.author",
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

"dataTypeUri": "dmx.core.text",
"viewConfigTopics": [
{
"typeUri": "dmx.webclient.view_config",
"children": {
"dmx.webclient.color": "hsl(60, 80%, 53%)",
"dmx.webclient.color#dmx.webclient.background_color": "hsl(60, 80%,
˓→

96%)"
}
}
]
},
{
"value":
"Publication",
"uri":
"bookstore.publication",
"dataTypeUri": "dmx.core.text"
}
]
},
{
"topic_types": [
{
"value":
"Book Title",
"uri":
"bookstore.book_title",
"dataTypeUri": "dmx.core.text"
},
{
"value":
"Book",
"uri":
"bookstore.book",
"dataTypeUri": "dmx.core.entity",
"compDefs": [
{
"childTypeUri":
"bookstore.book_title",
"childCardinalityUri": "dmx.core.one"
},
{
"childTypeUri":
"dmx.contacts.person",
"childCardinalityUri": "dmx.core.many",
"customAssocTypeUri": "bookstore.author"
},
{
"childTypeUri":
"dmx.datetime.year",
"childCardinalityUri": "dmx.core.one",
"customAssocTypeUri": "bookstore.publication"
}
],
"viewConfigTopics": [
{
"typeUri": "dmx.webclient.view_config",
"children": {
"dmx.webclient.icon": "\uf02d"
}
}
]
}
]
}

]

Create the file plugin.properties:
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dmx.plugin.model_version = 1
dmx.plugin.dependencies = systems.dmx.webclient, systems.dmx.contacts, systems.dmx.
˓→datetime

Hint: when creating a Git repo for your DMX plugin it is convention its name is prefixed with dmx-, eg.
dmx-bookstore.

6.2.2 Starting the DMX server
Before building and hot-deploying the Bookstore plugin let’s start the DMX server.
In home directory dmx-platform/:
$ mvn pax:run

You’ll see a lot of information logged, cumulating with:
...
Jun 03, 2020 3:18:53 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager
˓→checkAllPluginsActivated
INFO: ### Bundles total: 37, DMX plugins: 17, Activated: 17
Jun 03, 2020 3:18:53 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager activatePlugin
INFO: ########## All DMX plugins active ##########
Jun 03, 2020 3:18:53 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
INFO: DMX platform started in 1.48 sec
Jun 03, 2020 3:18:53 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
INFO: ### Launching DMX Webclient: http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.webclient/
...

Then a browser windows opens automatically and displays the DMX Webclient.
The terminal is now occupied by the Gogo shell. Press the return key some times and you’ll see its g! prompt.
Type the lb command to get the list of activated bundles:
g! lb

The output looks like this:
START LEVEL 6
ID|State
0|Active
...
18|Active
19|Resolved
20|Active
21|Active
22|Active
23|Active
24|Active
25|Active
26|Active
27|Active
28|Active
29|Active
30|Active
31|Active
32|Active
33|Active

|Level|Name
|
0|System Bundle (4.4.1)
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX

Facets (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Storage - Neo4j (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Webservice (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Events (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Core (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Workspaces (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Contacts (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Base (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Files (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Bookmarks (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Webclient (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Caching (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Notes (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Topicmaps (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Date/Time (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Access Control (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
(continues on next page)
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34|Active
35|Active
36|Active

|
|
|

5|DMX Config (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
5|DMX Tags (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
5|DMX Timestamps (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)

The DMX Bookstore plugin does not yet appear in that list as it is not yet build.

6.2.3 Build the plugin
In another terminal:
$ cd dmx-bookstore
$ mvn clean package

This builds the plugin. After some seconds you’ll see:
...
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
[INFO]
...

-----------------------------------------------------------------------BUILD SUCCESS
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Total time: 4.276s

Once build, DMX hot-deploys the plugin automatically. In the terminal where you’ve started DMX the logging
informs you about plugin activation:
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator start
INFO: ========== Starting plugin "DMX Bookstore" ==========
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl readConfigFile
INFO: Reading config file "/plugin.properties" for plugin "DMX Bookstore"
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl pluginDependencies
INFO: Tracking 3 plugins for plugin "DMX Bookstore" [systems.dmx.webclient,
˓→systems.dmx.contacts, systems.dmx.datetime]
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl
˓→createInjectedServiceTrackers
INFO: Tracking services for plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- no services consumed
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl addService
INFO: Adding DMX core service to plugin "DMX Bookstore"
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl publishWebResources
INFO: Publishing web resources of plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- no web
˓→resources provided
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl publishRestResources
INFO: Publishing REST resources of plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- no REST
˓→resources provided
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl publishRestResources
INFO: Registering provider classes of plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- no
˓→provider classes found
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl addService
INFO: Adding Event Admin service to plugin "DMX Bookstore"
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl activate
INFO: ----- Activating plugin "DMX Bookstore" ----Jun 03, 2020 3:40:28 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl
˓→createPluginTopicIfNotExists
INFO: Installing plugin "DMX Bookstore" in the database
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:29 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager runPluginMigrations
INFO: Running 1 migrations for plugin "DMX Bookstore" (installed model: version 0,
˓→required model: version 1)
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:29 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager$MigrationInfo
˓→readMigrationConfigFile
INFO: Reading migration config file "/migrations/migration1.properties" SKIPPED -˓→file does not exist
(continues on next page)
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Jun 03, 2020 3:40:29 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager _runMigration
INFO: Running migration 1 of plugin "DMX Bookstore" (runMode=ALWAYS,
˓→isCleanInstall=true)
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:29 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager readMigrationFile
INFO: Reading migration file "/migrations/migration1.json"
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager updateVersionNumber
INFO: Updating installed model: version 1
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.DMXObjectModelImpl update
INFO: Updating topic 4358 (typeUri="dmx.core.plugin")
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.DMXObjectModelImpl delete
INFO: Deleting association 4366 (typeUri="dmx.core.instantiation")
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.DMXObjectModelImpl delete
INFO: Deleting association 4365 (typeUri="dmx.core.composition")
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl registerListeners
INFO: Registering event listeners of plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- no event
˓→listeners implemented
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl registerProvidedService
INFO: Registering OSGi service of plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- no OSGi
˓→service provided
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl activate
INFO: ----- Activation of plugin "DMX Bookstore" complete ----Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager
˓→checkAllPluginsActivated
INFO: ### Bundles total: 38, DMX plugins: 18, Activated: 18
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager activatePlugin
INFO: ########## All DMX plugins active ##########
Jun 03, 2020 3:40:30 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
INFO: ### Launching DMX Webclient (http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.webclient/)
˓→SKIPPED -- already launched
...

When you type again lb in the DMX terminal you’ll see the DMX Bookstore plugin now appears in the list of
activated bundles:
START LEVEL 6
ID|State
0|Active
...
33|Active
34|Active
35|Active
36|Active
37|Active

|Level|Name
|
0|System Bundle (4.4.1)
|
|
|
|
|

5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX
5|DMX

Access Control (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Config (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Tags (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Timestamps (5.0.0.SNAPSHOT)
Bookstore (0.1.0.SNAPSHOT)

6.2.4 Try out the plugin
Now you can try out the plugin. In the DMX Webclient login as user “admin” and leave the password field empty.
The Create menu appears and when you open it you’ll see the new type Book listed. Thus, you can create tags now.
Additionally you can associate tags to your content topics, search for tags, and navigate along the tag associations,
just as you do with other topics. TODO: update
The result so far: the DMX Bookstore plugin provides a new topic type definition or, in other words: a data model.
All the active operations on the other hand like create, edit, search, delete, associate, and navigate are provided by
the DMX Webclient at a generic level, and are applicable to your new topic type as well.

6.2.5 Modify the plugin and redeploy
Once you’ve modified the plugin you have to build it again (TODO: only required for back-end development).
Just like before in the plugin terminal:
6.2. The plugin turn-around cycle
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$ mvn clean package

Once building is complete the changed plugin is redeployed automatically. You’ll notice activity in the DMX
terminal:
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator stop
INFO: ========== Stopping plugin "DMX Bookstore" ==========
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl removeService
INFO: Removing DMX core service from plugin "DMX Bookstore"
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl removeService
INFO: Removing Event Admin service from plugin "DMX Bookstore"
...
...
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator start
INFO: ========== Starting plugin "DMX Bookstore" ==========
...
...
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl activate
INFO: ----- Activating plugin "DMX Bookstore" ----Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl
˓→createPluginTopicIfNotExists
INFO: Installing plugin "DMX Bookstore" in the database SKIPPED -- already
˓→installed
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager runPluginMigrations
INFO: Running migrations for plugin "DMX Bookstore" SKIPPED -- installed model is
˓→up-to-date (version 1)
...
...
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl activate
INFO: ----- Activation of plugin "DMX Bookstore" complete ----Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager
˓→checkAllPluginsActivated
INFO: ### Bundles total: 38, DMX plugins: 18, Activated: 18
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager activatePlugin
INFO: ########## All DMX plugins active ##########
Jun 03, 2020 4:02:16 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
INFO: ### Launching DMX Webclient (http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.webclient/)
˓→SKIPPED -- already launched
...

In contrast to the initial build of the plugin you can recognize some differences in this log:
• The old version of the plugin currently deployed is stopped.
• The new version of the plugin is deployed (that is started and activated) right away.
• The plugin is not installed again in the database as already done while initial build.
• The migration is not run again as already done while initial build.
To ensure the DMX Webclient is aware of the changed plugin press the browser’s reload button.

6.2.6 Stopping the DMX server
To stop the DMX server, in the Gogo shell type:
g! stop 0

This stops all bundles, shuts down the webserver, and the database.
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6.3 Migrations
A migration is a sequence of database operations that is executed exactly once in the lifetime of a particular DMX
installation. You as a developer are responsible for equipping your plugin with the required migrations. Migrations
serve several purposes:
1. Define the plugin’s data model. That is, storing new topic type definitions and association type definitions
in the database. E.g. a Books plugin might define the types Book, Title, and Author.
2. A newer version of your plugin might extend or modify the data model defined by the previous version of
your plugin. The migration of the updated plugin change the stored type definitions and transforms existing
content if necessary.
3. The application logic of a newer version of your plugin changes in a way it is not compatible anymore with
the existing database content. The migration must transform the existing content then.
So, the purpose expressed in points 2. and 3. is to make your plugin upgradable. That is, keeping existing
database content in-snyc with the plugin logic. By providing the corresponding migrations you make your plugin
compatible with the previous plugin version.

6.3.1 The migration machinery
Each plugin comes with its own data model. For each plugin DMX keeps track what data model version is
currently installed. It does so by storing the version of the installed data model in the database as well. The
data model version is an integer number that starts at 0 and is increased consecutively: 0, 1, 2, and so on. Each
version number (except 0) corresponds with a particular migration. The migration with number n is responsible
for transforming the database content from version n-1 to version n.
You as the developer know 2 things about your plugin: a) Which plugin version relies on which data model
version, and b) How to transform the database content in order to advance from a given data model version to the
next. So, when you ship your plugin you must equip it with 2 things:
• The information what data model version the plugin relies on.
• All the migrations required to update to that data model version.
The relationship between plugin version and data model version might look as follows:
Plugin Version
0.1
0.2
0.2.1
0.3

Data Model Version
2
5
5
6

If e.g. version 0.1 of the plugin is currently installed, the database holds “2” as the current data model version.
When the user updates to version 0.3 of the plugin, DMX’s migration machinery will recognize that data model
version 2 is present but version 6 is required. As a consequence DMX will consecutively run migrations 3 through
6. Once completed, the database holds “6” as the current data model version.
Thus, the users database will always be compatible with the installed version of the plugin. Furthermore, the user
is free to skip versions when upgrading the plugin.

6.3.2 Plugin configuration
If your plugin comes with its own data model you must tell DMX the data model version it relies on. To do so, set
the dmx.plugin.model_version configuration property in the plugin.properties file, e.g.:
dmx.plugin.model_version = 2
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DMX’s migration machinery takes charge of running the plugin’s migrations up to that configured number. If your
plugin comes with no data model, you can specify 0 resp. omit the dmx.plugin.model_version property
as 0 is its default value.
Usually each plugin has its own plugin.properties file. It allows the developer to configure certain aspects
of the plugin. The name of the plugin.properties file and its path within the plugin directory is fixed:
dmx-myplugin/src/main/resources/plugin.properties

If no plugin.properties file is present, the default configuration values apply.

6.3.3 The two kinds of migrations
As you’ve already learned, migrations serve different (but related) purposes: some just create new type definitions
and others modify existing type definitions and/or transform existing database content. To support the developer
with these different tasks DMX offers two kinds of migrations:
• A Declarative Migration is a JSON file that declares 4 kinds of things: topic types, association types,
topics, associations. Use a declarative migration to let DMX create new types and instances in the database.
Use a declarative migration to let your plugin setup the initial type definitions.
With a declarative migration you can only create new things. You can’t modify existing things. All you do
with a declarative migration you could achieve with an imperative migration as well, but as long as you just
want create new things, it is more convenient to do it declaratively.
• An Imperative Migration is a Java class that has access to the DMX Core Service (CoreService API). Thus,
you can perform arbitrary database operations like creation, retrieval, update, deletion. Use an imperative
migration when (a later version of) your plugin needs to modify existing type definitions and/or transform
existing database content.
The developer can equip a plugin with an arbitrary number of both, declarative migrations and imperative migrations.

6.3.4 Directory structure
In order to let DMX find the plugin’s migration files, you must adhere to a fixed directory structure and file names.
Each migration file must contain its number, so DMX can run them consecutively.
A declarative migration must be named migration<nr>.json and must be located in the plugin’s src/
main/resources/migrations/ directory.
An imperative migration must be named Migration<nr>.java and must be located in the plugin’s src/
main/java/<your plugin package>/migrations/ directory.
Example:
dmx-myplugin/
src/
main/
java/
mydomain/
myplugin/
migrations/
Migration2.java
Migration5.java
resources/
migrations/
migration1.json
migration3.json
migration4.json
migration6.json
plugin.properties
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This example plugin would have set dmx.plugin.model_version to 6 (configured in plugin.
properties), so 6 migrations are involved. 4 are declarative and 2 are imperative here.
Important: for each number between 1 and dmx.plugin.model_version exactly one migration file must
exist. That is either a declarative migration file or an imperative migration file.
It would be invalid if for a given number a) no migration file exists, or b) two migration files exist (one declarative
and one imperative). In these cases the DMX migration machinery throws an error and the plugin is not activated.

6.3.5 Writing a declarative migration
A declarative migration is a JSON file with exactly one JSON Object in it. In a declarative migration you can
define 4 things: topic types, association types, topics, associations. The general format is:
{
topic_types: [
...
],
assoc_types: [
...
],
topics: [
...
],
associations: [
...
]
}

Each of the 4 sections is optional.
As an example see the (simplified) migration that defines the Note topic type. This migration is part of the DMX
Notes plugin:
{
topic_types: [
{
value:
"Title",
uri:
"dmx.notes.title",
dataTypeUri: "dmx.core.text"
},
{
value:
"Text",
uri:
"dmx.notes.text",
dataTypeUri: "dmx.core.html"
},
{
value:
"Note",
uri:
"dmx.notes.note",
dataTypeUri: "dmx.core.entity",
compDefs: [
{
childTypeUri:
"dmx.notes.title",
childCardinalityUri: "dmx.core.one"
},
{
childTypeUri:
"dmx.notes.text",
childCardinalityUri: "dmx.core.one"
}
],
viewConfigTopics: [
{
(continues on next page)
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typeUri: "dmx.webclient.view_config",
children: {
dmx.webclient.icon: "\uf24a",
dmx.webclient.add_to_create_menu: true
}
}
]
}
]
}

As you see, this migration defines 3 topic types (and no other things): Title and Text are 2 simple types, and Note
is a composite type. A Note is composed of one Title and one Text.

6.3.6 Writing an imperative migration
An imperative migration is a Java class that is derived from systems.dmx.core.service.Migration
and that overrides the run() method. The run() method is called by DMX to run the migration.
Within the migration you have access to the DMX Core Service through the dmx object. By the means of the Core
Service you can perform arbitrary database operations. Typically this involves importing further objects from the
systems.dmx.core API.
As an example see a migration that comes with the DMX Topicmaps plugin:
package systems.dmx.topicmaps.migrations;
import systems.dmx.core.TopicType;
import systems.dmx.core.service.Migration;
public class Migration3 extends Migration {
@Override
public void run() {
TopicType type = dmx.getTopicType("dmx.topicmaps.topicmap");
type.addCompDef(mf.newCompDefModel(
"dmx.topicmaps.topicmap", "dmx.topicmaps.state", "dmx.core.one")
);
}
}

Here a Composition Definition is added to the Topicmap type subsequently.

6.4 Writing back-end code (Java)
In the previous section you’ve seen how to manipulate a DMX data model with Java code. Were you wondering
what these dmx and mf objects are? Well these are instances of CoreService and ModelFactory respectively. But
first things first.
What, besides manipulating a data model, can a DMX plugin do with custom Java code at the back-end:
• Use the DMX Core Service. The DMX Core Service provides generic database operations to deal with the
DMX Core objects: Topics, Associations, Topic Types, Association Types.
• Listen to DMX Core events. In particular situations the DMX Core fires events, e.g. before and after it
creates a new topic in the database. Your plugin can listen to these events and react in its own way. Thus,
the DMX Workspaces plugin e.g. ensures that each new topic is assigned to a workspace. TODO: custom
events
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• Provide a service. Your plugin can make its business logic, that is its service methods, accessible by other
plugins (via OSGi) and/or by external applications (via HTTP/REST). Example: the service provided by the
DMX Topicmaps plugin includes methods to add a topic to a topicmap or to change the topic’s coordinates
within a topicmap.
• Consume services provided by other plugins. Example: in order to investigate a topic’s workspace assignments and the current user’s memberships the DMX Access Control plugin consumes the service provided
by the DMX Workspaces plugin.
Whether you need to add custom Java code to a DMX plugin at all depends on the purpose of the plugin. Plugins
without custom Java code include those who e.g. solely define a data model or provide (JavaScript) front-end code
only.

6.4.1 The plugin main class
In case you want add custom Java code to your plugin you must first write a plugin main class.
By convention the plugin main class ends with Plugin. The corresponding .java file must be located in the
plugin’s src/main/java/<your plugin package>/ directory.
Example:
dmx-myplugin/
src/
main/
java/
mydomain/
myplugin/
MyPlugin.java

Here the plugin package is mydomain.myplugin and the plugin main class is MyPlugin.
The plugin main class must be derived from systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator:
package mydomain.myplugin;
import systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator;
public class MyPlugin extends PluginActivator {
}

3 things are illustrated here:
• The plugin’s package name should relate to a domain under your control.
• The class PluginActivator needs to be imported.
• The plugin main class must be derived from PluginActivator and must be public.
When writing a plugin main class you must adapt your plugin’s pom.xml accordingly:
• Add a <build> element to tell the Maven Bundle Plugin what your plugin main class is. Specify the
fully-qualified class name. (DMX uses the Maven Bundle Plugin for packaging your plugin as a .jar
bundle.)
<project>
<modelVersion>4.0.0</modelVersion>
<name>My Plugin</name>
<groupId>my.domain</groupId>
<artifactId>dmx-myplugin</artifactId>
<version>0.1-SNAPSHOT</version>
<packaging>bundle</packaging>
(continues on next page)
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<parent>
<groupId>systems.dmx</groupId>
<artifactId>dmx-plugin</artifactId>
<version>5.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
</parent>
<build>
<plugins>
<plugin>
<groupId>org.apache.felix</groupId>
<artifactId>maven-bundle-plugin</artifactId>
<configuration>
<instructions>
<Bundle-Activator>mydomain.myplugin.MyPlugin</Bundle˓→Activator>
</instructions>
</configuration>
</plugin>
</plugins>
</build>
</project>

6.4.2 DMX Java API
The DMX Java API consists of the systems.dmx package hierarchy. Most central is the systems.dmx.core
package and its sub-packages. These contain the basic DMX objects (Topic, Assoc, TopicType, AssocType, . . . )
and services (most notably the CoreService).
Overview of the interfaces in package systems.dmx.core:

Note that both Topic and Assoc have a common base class: DMXObject. The commonalities include
a) both are typed (getTypeUri()), b) both are referable by-ID and by-URI, and, in particular c) both are
value holders, be it a simple one (SimpleValue (green), from systems.dmx.core.model package) or a composite one (ChildTopics). Furthermore there are common traversal (getAssocs(), getRelatedTopics(),
getRelatedAssocs()) and manipulation (update(), delete()) methods.
Let’s have a closer look at the 5 DMXObject fields:
Field
id
uri

typeUri
value

Meaning
unique per DMX instance
globally unique, can be refer to a
public vocabulary, mandatory for
types, often not used for instances
URI of type of topic/assoc

Type
long
String

String
SimpleValue

for simple topic/assoc: the
immutable value
for composite topic/assoc: the
calculated label
childTopics

for composite topic/assoc: hierarchy of child topics

ChildTopics

The fields are accessible only through the DMXObject getters (getId(), getUri(), . . . ).
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Hint: The DMX Java API documentation is available at https://apidocs.dmx.systems.

DMXType
DMXType is derived from Topic and inherits the uri field from DMXObject. Furhermore DMXType is an
Iterable<String>: it iterates over the type’s compDefUri s.
The “Model” hierarchy
A peculiarity of the DMX Java API is that for the hierarchy
of Core classes (see yellow boxes) an isomorph hierarchy of
“Model” classes exists in the systems.dmx.core.model package.
That is e.g. for Core class Topic the corresponding Model class is TopicModel.
Every Core instance (e.g. a Topic object) is associated (in the OO-sense) with a corresponding Model instance.
While the core instance represents the “real thing” – a database-attached object you can perform operations like
update() and delete() on – a model instance represents just the underlying (serializable) data of that object.
When you call e.g. getId() on a Topic object, DMX actually delegates to the topic’s model instance.
Why does the Core/Model duality exists in the first place? Consider a create operation. To create something you’ll
use the DMX Core Service (see next section). The DMX Core Service allows you to create a complex composite
structure in a single e.g. createTopic() call (which can be also be remote-triggered, by a single POST request
to /core/topic). The passed data basically has the same structure as a topic retrieved from DB. (The same
basically applies to an update operation.) So you need a way to convey topic data independent from a topic itself.
The vehicle for that is a TopicModel instance. (Note that data and model is used synonymously here.)
Every time you want create or update a Core instance (e.g. a Topic object) you have to construct a corresponding
Model instance first (e.g. a TopicModel object) that holds the topic data. To create a Model instance you’ll use
the ModelFactory provided by the DMX Core. Within your plugin a ModelFactory instance is available as the
mf object, which is available automatically in both the plugin main class, and in an imperative migration (through
the PluginActivator and Migration base classes respectively).
This example constructs a Model instance usable for creating a “Book” topic according to the “Bookstore” data
model:
import systems.dmx.core.model.TopicModel;
...
TopicModel book1 = mf.newTopicModel("bookstore.book", mf.newChildTopicsModel()
.set("bookstore.book_title", "Understanding Computers and Cognition")
.add("dmx.contacts.person#bookstore.author", mf.newChildTopicsModel()
.set("dmx.contacts.person_name", mf.newChildTopicsModel()
.set("dmx.contacts.first_name", "Terry")
.set("dmx.contacts.last_name", "Winograd")
)
)
.add("dmx.contacts.person#bookstore.author", mf.newChildTopicsModel()
.set("dmx.contacts.person_name", mf.newChildTopicsModel()
.set("dmx.contacts.first_name", "Fernando")
.set("dmx.contacts.last_name", "Flores")
)
)
.set("dmx.datetime.year#bookstore.publication", 1986)
)

6.4. Writing back-end code (Java)
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6.4.3 Using the DMX Core Service
The DMX Core Service provides generic database operations (create, retrieve, update, delete) to deal with the
DMX Core objects: Topics, Associations, Topic Types, Association Types.
Within your plugin you’ll use the Core Service through the dmx object, which is an instance of CoreService (API).
The dmx object is available automatically in both the plugin main class, and in an imperative migration (through
the PluginActivator and Migration base classes respectively).
The following provides an overview of the available Core Service methods.
Topics
Topic getTopic(long topicId);
Topic getTopicByUri(String uri);
List<Topic> getTopicsByType(String topicTypeUri);
Iterable<Topic> getAllTopics();

You can retrieve topics by-ID, by-URI, or by-type. You can also retrieve all topics.
Topic getTopicByValue(String typeUri, SimpleValue value);
List<Topic> getTopicsByValue(String typeUri, SimpleValue value);
List<Topic> queryTopics(String typeUri, String query);
QueryResult queryTopicsFulltext(String query, String typeUri, boolean
˓→searchChildTopics);

You can retrieve topics by-value. Use the singular getTopicByValue method for retrieving by unique value; it
throws an exception if more than one topic is found. The query... methods support Lucene query syntax: most
notably wildcards (* and ? for matching arbitrary characters or a single character respectively), phrase search (".
.."), combination of search terms (AND and OR), and escaping (\). The queryTopicsFulltext method
searches for matching words in entire (HTML) text values; furthermore this methods can search in composite
values (topic trees). For details see the CoreService API.
Topic createTopic(TopicModel model);
void updateTopic(TopicModel updateModel);
void deleteTopic(long topicId);

To create a topic you need to construct a TopicModel object first to hold all the topic data needed. Typically
you’ll specify the topic’s type and value. In case of a simple value you’ll provide a SimpleValue object, in case
of a composite value (that is a topic tree) you’ll build a hierarchy of ChildTopicsModel objects. For how to
construct a Model object see above section The “Model” hierarchy.
Also for updating a topic you need to construct a TopicModel object first to hold the new topic data. Partial
updates are supported: you’re free to specify only data that actually change. If e.g. a composite topic’s type and
some child topics stay unchanged you’re not required to specify these in the update model.
All these DMX Core Service methods are callable via DMX REST API as well.
Associations
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Assoc getAssoc(long assocId);
List<Assoc> getAssocsByType(String assocTypeUri);
List<Assoc> getAssocs(long topic1Id, long topic2Id);
List<Assoc> getAssocs(long topic1Id, long topic2Id, String assocTypeUri);
Assoc getAssocBetweenTopicAndTopic(String assocTypeUri, long topic1Id, long
˓→topic2Id,
String roleTypeUri1, String roleTypeUri2);
Assoc getAssocBetweenTopicAndAssoc(String assocTypeUri, long topicId, long assocId,
String topicRoleTypeUri, String
˓→assocRoleTypeUri);
Iterable<Assoc> getAllAssocs();
Assoc getAssocByValue(String typeUri, SimpleValue value);
List<Assoc> queryAssocs(String typeUri, String query);
Assoc createAssoc(AssocModel model);
void updateAssoc(AssocModel updateModel);
void deleteAssoc(long assocId);

Topic Types
TopicType getTopicType(String topicTypeUri);
List<TopicType> getAllTopicTypes();
TopicType createTopicType(TopicTypeModel model);
void updateTopicType(TopicTypeModel updateModel);
void deleteTopicType(String topicTypeUri);

Association Types
AssocType getAssocType(String assocTypeUri);
List<AssocType> getAllAssocTypes();
AssocType createAssocType(AssocTypeModel model);
void updateAssocType(AssocTypeModel updateModel);
void deleteAssocType(String assocTypeUri);

6.4.4 Listen to DMX Core events
In particular situations the DMX Core fires events, e.g. before and after it creates a new topic in the database.
Your plugin can listen to these events and react in its own way.
6.4. Writing back-end code (Java)
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Listening to a DMX Core event means implementing the corresponding listener interface. A listener interface
consist of just one method: the listener method. That method is called by the DMX Core when the event is fired.
The listener interfaces are located in package systems.dmx.core.service.event.
To listen to a DMX Core event, in the plugin main class you must:
• Import the listener interface.
• Declare the plugin main class implements that interface.
• Implement the listener method. Use the @Override annotation.
• Import the classes appearing in the listener method arguments.
Example:
package mydomain.myplugin;
import
import
import
import
import
import

systems.dmx.core.Topic;
systems.dmx.core.model.TopicModel;
systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator;
systems.dmx.core.service.Directives;
systems.dmx.core.service.event.PostCreateTopic;
systems.dmx.core.service.event.PostUpdateTopic;

import java.util.logging.Logger;

public class MyPlugin extends PluginActivator implements PostCreateTopic,
˓→PostUpdateTopic {
private Logger log = Logger.getLogger(getClass().getName());
@Override
public void postCreateTopic(Topic topic) {
log.info("### Topic created: " + topic);
}
@Override
public void postUpdateTopic(Topic topic, TopicModel newModel, TopicModel
˓→oldModel) {
log.info("### Topic updated: " + topic + "\nOld topic: " + oldModel);
}
}

This example plugin listens to 2 DMX Core events: POST_CREATE_TOPIC and POST_UPDATE_TOPIC.
These particular events are fired after the DMX Core has created resp. updated a topic. The DMX Core
passes the created/updated topic to the respective listener method. In case of “update” the previous topic content (oldModel) is also passed to enable the plugin to investigate what exactly has changed.
The example plugin just logs the created resp. updated topic. In case of “update” the previous topic content is
logged as well.
A [[DMXCoreEvents|list of all DMX Core events]] is available in the reference section.

6.4.5 Providing a service
Your plugin can make its business logic, that is its service methods, accessible by other plugins (via OSGi) and/or
by external applications (via HTTP/REST).
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The service interface
For a plugin to provide a service you must define a service interface. The service interface contains all the method
signatures that make up the service. When other plugins consume your plugin’s service they do so via the service
interface.
To be recognized the service interface must end its name by ...Service. The service interface must be declared
public and is a regular Java interface.
A DMX plugin can define one service interface at most.
As an example see the Topicmaps plugin (part of the DMX platform):
dmx-topicmaps/
src/
main/
java/
systems/
dmx/
topicmaps/
TopicmapsService.java

The service interface of the Topicmaps plugin is named TopicmapsService.
systems.dmx.topicmaps.

The plugin package is

The Topicmaps service interface looks like this:
package systems.dmx.topicmaps.service;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.TopicmapRenderer;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.model.ClusterCoords;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.model.Topicmap;
import systems.dmx.core.Topic;

public interface TopicmapsService {
Topic createTopicmap(String name,
String topicmapRendererUri);
Topic createTopicmap(String name, String uri, String topicmapRendererUri);
// --Topicmap getTopicmap(long topicmapId);
// --void addTopicToTopicmap(long topicmapId, long topicId, int x, int y);
void addAssociationToTopicmap(long topicmapId, long assocId);
void moveTopic(long topicmapId, long topicId, int x, int y);
void setTopicVisibility(long topicmapId, long topicId, boolean visibility);
void removeAssociationFromTopicmap(long topicmapId, long assocId);
void moveCluster(long topicmapId, ClusterCoords coords);
void setTopicmapTranslation(long topicmapId, int trans_x, int trans_y);
// --(continues on next page)
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void registerTopicmapRenderer(TopicmapRenderer renderer);
}

You see the Topicmaps service consist of methods to create topicmaps, retrieve topicmaps, and manipulate topicmaps.
Implementing the service
After defining the plugin’s service interface you must implement the actual service methods. Implementation takes
place in the plugin main class.
The plugin main class must declare that it implements the plugin’s service interface. (So you need to import
the service interface.) Each service method implementation must be public. Annotate each service method
implementation with @Override.
As an example see the implementation of the Topicmaps service:
package systems.dmx.topicmaps;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.model.Topicmap;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.TopicmapsService;
import systems.dmx.core.Topic;
import systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator;

public class TopicmapsPlugin extends PluginActivator implements TopicmapsService {
// *** TopicmapsService Implementation ***
@Override
public Topic createTopicmap(String name, String topicmapRendererUri) {
...
}
@Override
public Topic createTopicmap(String name, String uri, String
˓→topicmapRendererUri) {
...
}
// --@Override
public Topicmap getTopicmap(long topicmapId) {
...
}
// --@Override
public void addTopicToTopicmap(long topicmapId, long topicId, int x, int y) {
...
}
...

You see, the plugin main class TopicmapsPlugin implements the plugin’s service interface
TopicmapsService.
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6.4.6 Consuming a service
Your plugin can consume the services provided by other plugins. To do so your plugin must get hold of the service
object of the other plugin. Through the service object your plugin can call all the service methods declared in the
other’s plugin service interface.
To tell the DMX Core which plugin service your plugin wants to consume you need to declare an instance variable
in your plugin like using the @Inject notation:
@Inject
private AccessControlService acService;

Make sure to add your interest in building on the respective plugin service as dependencies to your pom.xml file.
In the case of using the AccessControlService we would need to add the following:
<dependencies>
<dependency>
<groupId>systems.dmx</groupId>
<artifactId>dmx-accesscontrol</artifactId>
<version>5.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
</dependency>
</dependencies>

Behind the scenes the DMX Core handles a plugin service as an OSGi service. Because of the dynamic nature
of an OSGi environment DMX plugin services can arrive and go away at any time. Your plugin must deal with
that. However, you as a plugin developer must not care about DMX’s OSGi foundation. The DMX Core hides the
details from you and provides an easy-to-use API for consuming plugin services.
To deal with other plugin services coming and going your plugin can override 2 hooks: serviceArrived and
serviceGone. These 2 hooks are called by the DMX Core as soon as a desired plugin becomes available resp.
goes away.
The single argument of the 2 serviceArrived and serviceGone hooks is the respective service object,
declared generically just as PluginService. (Remember, PluginService is the common base interface
for all plugin services.) So casting is required. In serviceArrived you typically store the service object in a
private instance variable. In serviceGone you typically set the instance variable to null in order to release
the service object.
As an example, see how the Workspaces plugin (part of the DMX platform) consumes the Facets service:
package systems.dmx.workspaces;
import systems.dmx.facets.FacetsService;
import systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator;
import systems.dmx.core.service.PluginService;
import systems.dmx.core.service.annotation.ConsumesService;

public class WorkspacesPlugin extends PluginActivator {
@Inject
private FacetsService facetsService;
// *** Hook Implementations ***
@Override
public void serviceArrived(PluginService service) {
if (service instanceof FacetsService) {
// do something when the facet service comes around
}
}
(continues on next page)
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@Override
public void serviceGone(PluginService service) {
// do something when a service goes away
}

You see the Workspaces plugin consumes a plugin service: the Facets service. The PluginService object
passed to the 2 hooks needs not being further investigated.
In this way your plugin could also consume more than one service.

6.4.7 Providing a RESTful web service
Until here your plugin service is accessible from within the OSGi environment only. You can make the service
accessible from outside the OSGi environment as well by promoting it to a RESTful web service. Your plugin
service is then accessible from external applications via HTTP. (External application here means both, the clientside portion of a DMX plugin, or an arbitrary 3rd-party application).
To provide a RESTful web service you must provide a generic plugin service first (as described above in [[#Providingaservice|Providing a service]]) and then make it RESTful by using JAX-RS annotations. With JAX-RS
annotations you basically control how HTTP requests will be mapped to your service methods.
To make your plugin service RESTful you must:
• Annotate the plugin main class with @Path to anchor the plugin service in URI space.
• Annotate the plugin main class with @Consumes and @Produces to declare the supported HTTP request
and response media types. You can use these annotations also at a particular service method to override the
class-level defaults.
• Annotate each service method with one of @GET, @POST, @PUT, or @DELETE to declare the HTTP method
that will invoke that service method.
• Annotate each service method with @Path to declare the URI template that will invoke that service method.
The URI template can contain parameters, notated with curly braces {...}.
• Annotate service method parameters with @PathParam to map URI template parameters to service method
parameters.
As an example let’s see how the Topicmaps plugin (part of the DMX platform) annotates its main class and service
methods:
package systems.dmx.topicmaps;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.model.Topicmap;
import systems.dmx.topicmaps.TopicmapsService;
import systems.dmx.core.Topic;
import systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator;
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

javax.ws.rs.GET;
javax.ws.rs.PUT;
javax.ws.rs.POST;
javax.ws.rs.DELETE;
javax.ws.rs.HeaderParam;
javax.ws.rs.Path;
javax.ws.rs.PathParam;
javax.ws.rs.Produces;
javax.ws.rs.Consumes;

(continues on next page)
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@Path("/topicmap")
@Consumes("application/json")
@Produces("application/json")
public class TopicmapsPlugin extends PluginActivator implements TopicmapsService {
// *** TopicmapsService Implementation ***
@POST
@Path("/{name}/{topicmap_renderer_uri}")
@Override
public Topic createTopicmap(@PathParam("name") String name,
@PathParam("topicmap_renderer_uri") String
˓→topicmapRendererUri) {
...
}
@GET
@Path("/{id}")
@Override
public Topicmap getTopicmap(@PathParam("id") long topicmapId) {
...
}
@POST
@Path("/{id}/topic/{topic_id}/{x}/{y}")
@Override
public void addTopicToTopicmap(@PathParam("id") long topicmapId, @PathParam(
˓→"topic_id") long topicId,
@PathParam("x") int x, @PathParam("y") int y) {
...
}
...

JAX-RS: Java API for RESTful Web Services[[BR]] http://jsr311.java.net/nonav/releases/1.1/spec/spec.html
Extract values from a HTTP request
This section describes in more detail how DMX (resp. the underlying JAX-RS implementation to be precise)
extracts the service method argument values from the various parts of a HTTP request. As seen in the example
above this is controlled by annotating the service method arguments. Besides @PathParam you can use further
annotations:
Annotation
@PathParam
@QueryParam
@HeaderParam

Semantics
Extracts the value of a URI template parameter
Extracts the value of a URI query parameter
Extracts the value of a header

A value extracted from a HTTP request is inherently a string. So the JAX-RS implementation must know how to
actually construct a Java object (resp. a primitive value) from it. That’s why the type of a service method argument
that is annotated with one of these annotations must satisfy one of these criteria:
1. The type is a primitive type like int, long, float, double, boolean, char.
2. The type has a constructor that accepts a single String argument.
3. The type has a static method named valueOf that takes a single String argument and returns an instance
of the type.
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Enum types are special as they already have a static valueOf method. If this one does not fit
your need add a fromString method to your enum type that has the same characteristics as
the valueOf method mentioned above.
4. The type is List<T>, Set<T>, or SortedSet<T>, where T satisfies criterion 2 or 3.
So, when you use a self-defined class (including enum classes) along with @PathParam, @QueryParam, or
@HeaderParam make sure your class satisfies criterion 2 or 3.
As an example lets revisit the getTopicmap method from the previous section:
@GET
@Path("/{id}")
@Override
public Topicmap getTopicmap(@PathParam("id") long topicmapId) {
...
}

Now you know how exactly the JAX-RS implementation extracts the topicmapId parameter value from the
HTTP request:
The topicmapId value is extracted from the request’s URI path and then converted to a long.
Here criterion 1 is satisfied and the conversion is straight-forward.
Parsing the HTTP request body
Until here we talked about how to extract values from the HTTP request’s path, the request’s query string, or the
request headers. This section describes how to feed the HTTP request body into your service methods. Feeding
here refers to a) parsing the body’s byte stream, b) constructing a Java object from it, and passing that Java object
to a particular service method.
JAX-RS can’t know how to construct arbitrary application objects from a sole byte stream. That’s why JAXRS comprises a extension facility called Provider Classes. A provider class is responsible to read the request
body, parse it, and construct an particular application object from it. It is the duty of the application developer to
implement the required provider classes for the application objects.
A service method that want to receive the constructed application object must have a dedicated parameter called (in
JAX-RS speak) the Entity Parameter. The entity parameter stands for the entity that is represented in the request
body. Unlike the other service method parameters the entity parameter has no annotation. A service method can
have one entity parameter at most (a HTTP request has one body).
To feed the HTTP request body into a service method you must:
• Add an entity parameter to the service method. That is a parameter without any annotation.
• Implement a provider class for the type of the entity parameter, resp. make sure such a provider class already
exists (as part of the DMX Core or one of the installed DMX plugins).

6.4.8 Using the platform services
TODO
Topicmaps Service
TODO
Workspaces Service
TODO
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Access Control Service
TODO
Facets Service
TODO
Files Service
TODO
Config Service
TODO

6.4.9 Transactions
TODO

6.4.10 Client-Sync
TODO

6.5 Customizing the DMX Webclient
6.5.1 The plugin.js file
TODO

6.5.2 Mounting Vue components
TODO

6.5.3 Providing detail renderers
TODO
Object renderers
TODO
Value renderers
TODO

6.5.4 Providing icon renderers
TODO
6.5. Customizing the DMX Webclient
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6.5.5 Adding context menu commands
TODO

6.5.6 Adding create menu items
TODO

6.5.7 Providing a Vuex store module
TODO

6.5.8 Providing store watchers
TODO

6.5.9 Implementing a Topicmap Type
TODO

6.5.10 Demanding extra Element UI components
TODO

6.6 Reference
TODO
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DMX Admin Guide

7.1 The Settings File
The DMX settings file is located in conf/config.properties. The settings are basically explained inline
in the comments, too.

7.1.1 The Webserver
Here you configure the ports DMX will be listening on.
org.osgi.service.http.port = 8080
org.apache.felix.http.enable = true
# Session timeout in minutes. Set 0 for no timeout.
org.apache.felix.http.session.timeout = 0
# HTTPS
org.osgi.service.http.port.secure = 8443
# To enable HTTPS set this to "true"
org.apache.felix.https.enable = false
# The **Keystore Password** (as entered in the `keytool`)
org.apache.felix.https.keystore.password =
# The **Key Password** (as entered in the `keytool`)
org.apache.felix.https.keystore.key.password =
# WebSockets
# The URL the WebSocket clients use to connect to the WebSocket server
dmx.websockets.url = ws://localhost:8080/websocket

7.1.2 Request Filters
Every incoming request has to pass two filters: The request level filter and the resource level filter.
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1. The request level filter checks on the HTTP level if the request is a read or a write request and whether it
comes from a logged in user with a valid session.
2. The resource level filter checks the classical ACL: Which workspace is the requested object assigned to?
What are the sharing mode and memberships (resp. the ownership) of that workspace? Does the user have
any permissions on the requested resource?
In the Request Filters section you can control if anonymous users, that is people who are not logged in, can read
and/or write content.
Warning: By default, anyone can read but not write content! Consider to change this!

dmx.security.anonymous_read_allowed = ALL
dmx.security.anonymous_write_allowed = NONE

Available options
ALL
NONE
comma-separated list
prefixes

of

URI-

Meaning
allow all anonymous requests
allow no anonymous requests
allow specific anonymous requests, e.g.
/crowd”.

“/eu.crowd-literature,

Here is how you configure the third option, specific anonymous requests: Each prefix must begin with slash but
have no slash at the end, e.g. /eu.crowd-literature, /crowd. (To each prefix a slash is appended
automatically.) Spaces, tabs, and line breaks are allowed. Line breaks must be escaped with a backslash (\).
In a default installation, requests are only allowed from localhost for security reasons. This is configured in the
subnet filter setting. If you do not change this setting and you run DMX on your laptop without any other web
server your instance is not accessible from outside our computer.
# Requests are allowed from this subnet only.
# An address range denoted by network number and netmask.
# To allow local access only set "127.0.0.1/32". This is the default.
# To allow global access set "0.0.0.0/0".
dmx.security.subnet_filter = 127.0.0.1/32

If you want your instance to be accessible from the internet you have to change the subnet filter setting depending
on your web server configuration and IP address. To allow global access enable the subnet filter like so:
dmx.security.subnet_filter = 0.0.0.0/0

7.1.3 User Accounts and Admin Password
In the section about user accounts you can set the initial password for the admin account. It is only evaluated
when the database is initialized for the first time, after that it is saved in the database. The admin password can be
changed via the web client just like user passwords.
Warning: By default, the admin password is empty! Please do not forget to change it if you are planning to
give others access to your instance.

# The initial password for the "admin" user account.
# Note: this setting is only evaluated while the first DMX start.
# Once started the admin password can be changed interactively (using the web
˓→client).
dmx.security.initial_admin_password =
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You can control whether you want to enable new user accounts right away or not.
# If true newly created user accounts are enabled instantly. This is the default.
# If false user accounts must be manually enabled by an administrator (using the
˓→web client).
dmx.security.new_accounts_are_enabled = true

7.1.4 LDAP Configuration
You can use an existing LDAP or Active Directory backend to manage DMX users. The configuration file contains
a section with the following options. Just leave them empty if you do not have any such backend.
Specify your LDAP/AD server and port. The following protocols are supported:
1. StartTLS ldap://<hostname>:389. The default port is 389.
2. LDAPS ldaps://<hostname>:636. The default port is 636.
3. LDAP ldap://<hostname>:389. The default port is 389.
dmx.ldap.server = 127.0.0.1
dmx.ldap.port = 389

For an unencrypted connection the dmx.ldap.server can be a fully-qualified domain name or an IP address.
For an encrypted connection dmx.ldap.server must contain the hostname that is specified in the CN of the
certificate. The IP address is not sufficient.
There are two additional settings for self-signed certificates used with the Java keystore. The first one is the path
to your keystore file. The second one is the keystore password.
javax.net.ssl.trustStore = /path/to/keystore.jks
javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword = changeit

The manager and password are your LDAP bind account and bind password.
dmx.ldap.manager = cn=admin,dc=example,dc=org
dmx.ldap.password = secret

Configure where DMX shall start the search for users in the LDAP/AD tree, e.g.
dmx.ldap.user_base = ou=users,dc=example,dc=com

Which attribute is used to identify a user, e.g.
dmx.ldap.user_attribute = uid

In the user filter you can add an additional filter to verify if the user is authorized to log in to DMX via LDAP, e.g.
dmx.ldap.user_filter = (&(objectclass=inetOrgPerson)(memberof=cn=dmxusers,
˓→ou=groups,dc=example,dc=com))

The member group option is only needed if the DMX LDAP plugin is used to create new users. In that case,
new users can be automatically added to a group. This is usually the group that is also used in the dmx.ldap.
filter, e.g.
dmx.ldap.user_member_group = cn=dmxusers,ou=groups,dc=example,dc=com

The last option specifies DMX’s loglevel for everything related to the LDAP plugin. Currently two loglevels are
supported:
1. INFO (default): Only warnings and errors are logged including possible misconfigurations.
2. DEBUG: Hints, warning and errors are extensively logged during configuration and runtime phase.
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dmx.ldap.logging = INFO

7.1.5 Workspace Sharing Modes
When a user creates a workspace only the enabled sharing modes will be available. By default all sharing modes
are enabled. Note: individual (per-user) sharing modes can be configured by an administrator (using the web
client).
dmx.workspaces.private.enabled = true
dmx.workspaces.confidential.enabled = true
dmx.workspaces.collaborative.enabled = true
dmx.workspaces.public.enabled = true
dmx.workspaces.common.enabled = true

7.1.6 The File Repository
The file repository’s base path: an absolute path leading to a directory, no slash at the end. The directory must
exist. To enable the entire file system set “/”. This is the default.
dmx.filerepo.path = /

If you want to put the file repository under DMX’s access control, toggle the filerepo per workspace switch to
true. DMX then creates a separate file repository for each workspace beneath the base path. This allows for
e.g. private and collaborative file repositories. If set to “false” (the default) there is one big public file repository
shared by all users. Use this also for a single-user installation.
dmx.filerepo.per_workspace = false

With the next option you control users’ standard disk quota for file uploads (in MB). Set -1 for no disk quota
(unlimited uploads). This is the default. Individual (per-user) disk quotas can be configured by an administrator
(using the web client).
dmx.filerepo.disk_quota = -1

7.1.7 Hot Deployment
DMX plugins (jar files) from this directory are hot deployed (like any other OSGi bundle). You can add further
directories here, separated by comma. You can also remove the standard directory (“bundle-deploy”) if you like.
Spaces, tabs, and line breaks are allowed. Line breaks must be escaped with backslash (\).
felix.fileinstall.dir = bundle-deploy

7.1.8 Host
The URL (protocol, host, port) this DMX installation is accessible on from “outside”. Some DMX plugins make
use of this value when creating public DMX URLs. This setting is of particular interest when DMX runs behind
a reverse proxy.
dmx.host.url = http://localhost:8080/
# running behind a reverse proxy:
dmx.host.url = https://example.org/
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7.1.9 Webservice
DMX supports only two values here:
Available options
/
/*

Meaning
use Apache Felix HTTP (default)
use OPS4J Pax Web

dmx.webservice.path = /

7.1.10 The path to the DMX Database
Your DMX database will be created in a directory that you can configure. In the self-contained default distribution,
it is created in a folder called dmx-db in the working directory.
dmx.database.path = dmx-db

7.1.11 Logging
DMX comes with a separate configuration file for logging. It is called logging.properties and you can
find it in the same conf folder as the configuration file. You can adjust the path to your needs with the following
setting:
java.util.logging.config.file = conf/logging.properties

You can also adapt the loglevel of the Apache Felix framework that comes bundled with DMX.
# To see any Felix/File Install logging set the level to at least 4
felix.log.level = 0
felix.fileinstall.log.level = 0

7.1.12 Encoding
DMX’s default file encoding is UTF-8. You can change it to your needs here:
file.encoding = UTF-8

7.1.13 OSGi Runtime
org.osgi.framework.storage = bundle-cache
felix.auto.deploy.action = install,start

7.2 Updating DMX
Update an existing DMX instance by running these steps:
• Download the new .zip file to your computer and extract it. Please see the installation guide for more
details.
• Stop the running previous version of DMX by typing stop 0 into the terminal window and pressing
ENTER.
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• Copy the database folder dmx-db from the folder of the old version into the folder where you extracted the
new version.
• Start DMX from inside the new version’s folder. See the installation guide for details.

7.3 Resetting the Database
Warning: If you delete your database everything you entered will be lost! You can move the database folder
to keep a backup of the old state.
To restart your work with a fresh database, proceed like so:
• Stop DMX by typing stop 0 into the terminal window and pressing ENTER.
• Delete or move the database folder dmx-db.
• Start DMX. A new dmx-db folder is created for you.

7.4 Running DMX behind an Apache Reverse Proxy
Enable a few Apache modules before you start:
a2enmod
a2enmod
a2enmod
a2enmod
a2enmod

ssl
rewrite
proxy
proxy_http
proxy_wstunnel

This is an example configuration for Apache 2.4. The web server handles SSL.
Note: Add a RewriteRule to https://%{HTTP_HOST}/systems.dmx.webclient/ as described below.
<VirtualHost *:80>
ServerName dmx.example.org
# This docroot is not used by DMX but for the Letsencrypt webroot challenge:
DocumentRoot /var/www/dmx.example.org

˓→

# Rewrite everything to https except for the URI required by Letsencrypt on
port 80:
RewriteEngine On
RewriteCond %{HTTPS} off
RewriteCond %{REQUEST_URI} !^/\.well-known/acme\-challenge/
RewriteRule .* https://%{HTTP_HOST}%{REQUEST_URI} [L,R=301]

LogLevel error
ErrorLog /var/log/apache2/dmx.example.org_error.log
CustomLog /var/log/apache2/dmx.example.org_access.log combined
</VirtualHost>
<VirtualHost *:443>
ServerName dmx.example.org
DefaultType text/html
SSLEngine On
SSLCertificateFile /etc/letsencrypt/live/dmx.example.org/cert.pem
SSLCertificateKeyFile /etc/letsencrypt/live/dmx.example.org/privkey.pem
(continues on next page)
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SSLCertificateChainFile /etc/letsencrypt/live/dmx.example.org/chain.pem
ErrorLog /var/log/apache2/dmx.example.org-ssl-error.log
CustomLog /var/log/apache2/dmx.example.org-ssl-access.log combined
ProxyStatus On
ProxyPreserveHost Off
AllowEncodedSlashes NoDecode
<Proxy *>
Order deny,allow
Allow from all
</Proxy>
# This is the forwarding for the websockets. Always keep it the first rule.
# Do not forget to enable module proxy_wstunnel
RewriteEngine On
RewriteCond %{HTTP:Upgrade} =websocket
# the internal IP address
RewriteRule /(.*)
ws://127.0.0.1:8080/$1 [NE,P,L]
# This is the default rewrite for the webclient
RewriteRule ^/$ https://%{HTTP_HOST}/systems.dmx.webclient/ [R,L]
<Location />
ProxyPass http://127.0.0.1:8080/ nocanon
ProxyPassReverse http://127.0.0.1:8080/
</Location>
</VirtualHost>

Your conf/config.properties file would then look like this:
# the port you are proxying traffic to:
org.osgi.service.http.port = 8080
org.apache.felix.http.enable = true
# HTTPS is handled by Apache2 beforehand:
org.apache.felix.https.enable = false
# the external websocket url must be 'wss' for ssl encrypted connections
dmx.websockets.url = wss://dmx.example.org/websocket
# the IP address your internal traffic comes from via Apache2:
dmx.security.subnet_filter = 127.0.0.1/32
dmx.host.url = https://dmx.example.org/

7.5 Securing DMX
7.5.1 Drop incoming requests on port 8080
On a server installation port 8080 should only be reachable from localhost. Drop all incoming requests on port
8080 like so:
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iptables -A INPUT ! -s 127.0.0.1 -p tcp --destination-port 8080 -j REJECT

7.6 The DMX Debian Package
7.6.1 Installing DMX from our apt repository
We provide a Debian/Ubuntu package for apt-based Linux distributions. You can add the repository and install
DMX in one go with a script:
~$ curl -sS https://download.dmx.systems/repos/dmx-install.sh | sudo bash

Alternatively, you can run the steps manually:
# Add the file /etc/apt/sources.list.d/dmx-repo.list
~$ sudo bash -c 'echo "deb https://download.dmx.systems/repos/ubuntu/ xenial/" >/
˓→etc/apt/sources.list.d/dmx-repo.list'
# Add the key:
~$ curl -fsSL https://download.dmx.systems/repos/gpg | sudo apt-key add # Update the packet sources and install DMX
~$ sudo apt update && sudo apt install dmx
# Adjust the configuration
~$ sudo nano /etc/dmx/config.properties
# Start DMX
~$ sudo systemctl start dmx
# Browse to the local instance
http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.webclient/

7.6.2 Overview of directories
The DMX Debian package uses Linux’ File System Hierarchy Standard. You find the respective components in
the directories listed below:
File type
Configuration files
Java files
DMX database and file repo
Log files
Bundle cache
Examples
Systemd unit file

Path
/etc/dmx/
/usr/share/dmx/
/var/lib/dmx/
/var/log/dmx/
/var/cache/dmx/
/usr/share/doc/dmx/
/lib/systemd/system/dmx.service

7.7 Plugins
DMX is extensible through plugins some of which are available for download. For a list of all our plugins please
see the Overview of Plugins section in the Introduction. You can find plugin releases in the plugin directory of our
download server.
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7.7.1 Plugin compatibility
Some plugins are only compatible with DM5 or with its predecessor DM4. You can tell if a plugin suits your
version by looking at its file name:
Plugin name
dmx-*
dm4*-*

DM version
DM5 a.k.a. DMX
DM4.x a.k.a. DeepaMehta

Example
dmx-ldap-0.4.0.jar
dm49-thymeleaf-0.6.2.jar

7.7.2 Plugin Installation
You install a plugin by dropping the according .jar file into the bundle-deploy folder of a DMX installation.
Doing so will hot deploy the plugin: Restarting any services is not necessary. Watch the DMX log file to see it
happening:
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator start
INFO: ========== Starting plugin "DMX LDAP" ==========
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl readConfigFile
INFO: Reading config file "/plugin.properties" for plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -˓→file does not exist
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl pluginDependencies
INFO: Tracking plugins for plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -- no plugin dependencies
˓→declared
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl
˓→createInjectedServiceTrackers
INFO: Tracking 1 services for plugin "DMX LDAP" [systems.dmx.accesscontrol.
˓→AccessControlService]
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl addService
INFO: Adding DMX core service to plugin "DMX LDAP"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl publishWebResources
INFO: Publishing web resources of plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -- no web resources
˓→provided
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl publishRestResources
INFO: Publishing REST resources of plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -- no REST resources
˓→provided
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl publishRestResources
INFO: Registering provider classes of plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -- no provider
˓→classes found
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl addService
INFO: Adding Event Admin service to plugin "DMX LDAP"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl addService
INFO: Adding systems.dmx.accesscontrol.AccessControlService to plugin "DMX LDAP"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.accesscontrol.AccessControlPlugin
˓→registerAuthorizationMethod
INFO: Registering authorization method "LDAP"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl activate
INFO: ----- Activating plugin "DMX LDAP" ----Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl
˓→createPluginTopicIfNotExists
INFO: Installing plugin "DMX LDAP" in the database SKIPPED -- already installed
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.MigrationManager runPluginMigrations
INFO: Running migrations for plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -- installed model is up-to˓→date (version 0)
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl registerListeners
INFO: Registering event listeners of plugin "DMX LDAP" SKIPPED -- no event
˓→listeners implemented
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl registerProvidedService
INFO: Registering service "systems.dmx.ldap.service.LDAPPluginService" at OSGi
˓→framework
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl activate
(continues on next page)
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INFO: ----- Activation of plugin "DMX LDAP" complete ----Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager
˓→checkAllPluginsActivated
INFO: ### Bundles total: 36, DMX plugins: 19, Activated: 19
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginManager activatePlugin
INFO: ########## All DMX plugins active ##########
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
INFO: DMX platform started in 67420.76 sec
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
INFO: ### Launching DMX Webclient: http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.webclient/
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
WARNING: ### Launching DMX Webclient failed: java.awt.HeadlessException:
No X11 DISPLAY variable was set, but this program performed an operation which
˓→requires it.
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:32 PM systems.dmx.webclient.WebclientPlugin allPluginsActive
WARNING: ### To launch it manually: http://localhost:8080/systems.dmx.webclient/

7.7.3 Plugin Deinstallation
To uninstall a plugin just remove the .jar file from the bundle-deploy directory. Here is what the log tells
you when you do so:
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:12 PM systems.dmx.core.osgi.PluginActivator stop
INFO: ========== Stopping plugin "DMX LDAP" ==========
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:12 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl removeService
INFO: Removing DMX core service from plugin "DMX LDAP"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:12 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl removeService
INFO: Removing Event Admin service from plugin "DMX LDAP"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:12 PM systems.dmx.core.impl.PluginImpl removeService
INFO: Removing systems.dmx.accesscontrol.AccessControlService from plugin "DMX LDAP
˓→"
Jul 19, 2019 1:47:12 PM systems.dmx.accesscontrol.AccessControlPlugin
˓→unregisterAuthorizationMethod
INFO: Unregistering authorization method "LDAP"

7.7.4 Plugin Troubleshooting
You may get Java error messages if you try to deploy a plugin and you are running DMX from
the ./dmx-linux.sh start script on a Linux computer with a GNOME desktop and you have
openjdk-8-jre-headless installed. Edit the file /etc/java-8-openjdk/accessibility.
properties with root privileges and comment out the following line:
#assistive_technologies=org.GNOME.Accessibility.AtkWrapper
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Plugin Documentation

The functionalities of DMX can be extended through plugins. Below you find an overview.

8.1 Overview of Plugins
There is a variety of existing plugins. Some of them are Free Software (see the table below). Some freely available
plugins can already be found in our download section, the others will follow soon. Their source code is available
in our the plugin repositories. The installation of plugins is explained in our Admin Guide.
Some plugins are licensed under a proprietary license and can be purchased from us.
Plugin Name
dmx-plugin-template
(source
code)
dmx-littlehelpers (source code)

Functionality
A starter project for writing a DMX plugin

License

Utilities for DMX plugin developers

GNU
AGPLv3

dmx-performance (source code)

Creates a dummy topicmap with 150 topics/associations for
performance testing
A standalone table view for DMX based on VueJS and ElementUI
Deprecated!

dmx-tableview (source code,
download)
dmx-tableview-command
(source code, download)
dmx-ldap (source code, download)
dmx-sendmail (source code)
dmx-geomaps (source code,
download)
dmx-geospatial (source code)
dmx-thymeleaf (source code)
dmx-tags (source code)
dmx-entity-mapper

LDAP Authentication for DMX
A service to send mails using either SMTP or the HTTP Web
API v3 of sendgrid.com
OpenStreetMap based geo maps for the DMX platform
Spatial database capabilities for DMX
A DMX plugin to enable server-side HTML generation based
on the Thymeleaf template engine
Tagging of topics or associations
Mapping database fields related to concepts across IT systems

GNU
AGPLv3
GNU
AGPLv3
GNU
AGPLv3
GNU
AGPLv3
GNU
AGPLv3
GNU
AGPLv3
GNU
AGPLv3
proprietary
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8.2 The Geomaps Plugin
DMX offers a plugin to support geodata. Every topic with an address can be shown on a geographical map. The
so-called geomaps are a special type of Topicmap in DMX. Geomaps are based on openstreetmap.org. Here is an
example of how to create and populate them: Edit a person or an organization and add an address.

Open the Search/Create dialog. Enter a name for the new Topicmap, e.g. “Our Geomap”. In the topic type selector
scroll down to the “View” section, select “Geomap” and press “Create”. Note that the choice of views depends on
the plugins you have installed.

Open the Topicmap selector in the upper toolbar and select your newly created geomap. The map is displayed
with all items you assigned an address to.
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If you click onto an item the in-map details show you what is there.

8.2. The Geomaps Plugin
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Note: It is recommended to install the plugin before entering addresses! If you enter addresses while the Geomaps
plugin is not installed, the addresses are not assigned any geo coordinates unless they are reedited and saved again
while the plugin is installed.
You return to the other Topicmaps via the Topicmap Selector.

8.3 The Tableview Plugin
The Tableview Plugin allows to display data in a table.

8.3.1 Creating a Tableview Topicmap
• Enter a name for the map into the Search/Create Dialog and select “Tableview” from the Topic Type menu.
• Choose the topic type of the instances you want to see in the first column. This makes most sense for
composites.

• The Tableview Topicmap opens automatically. It shows you every topic type that is part of the composite
you selected as a column. The columns are in the same order as they are in the composition definition.
• At the top there is a search field to filter the table view.
• Next to the search field there is a button that allows you to download the displayed data as a csv file.
• In addition, every column can be filtered and sorted via the little arrow buttons.
• In front of the first column there is an eye icon. It lets you reveal the topic on a Topicmap of your choice.
• The last column shows you which Topicmaps the topic is currently revealed on. You can jump to that
Topicmap with a click.
• The Topicmap Selector brings you back to the other Topicmaps.
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8.3.2 Modifying the number and order of columns
The number and the order of the table columns are configurable: Each column is modeled as an association
between the Tableview Topicmap itself and the topic type to be displayed. The according association type “Table
Column” is a composite that contains a numerical child type “Position”. This position determines the position of
the column in the table.

To remove a column proceed as follows:
• Search for the name of the Tableview Topicmap and open the Related tab.
• Sort the related item by association type and reveal the table column you want to remove.
• Delete the association between the column and the Tableview Topicmap. You will be asked to confirm the
action.
• Reload the Tableview Topicmap to update the view.

8.3. The Tableview Plugin
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To add a column, reveal the missing topic type and create an association to the Tableview Topicmap. Edit the
association and select “Table Column” as an association type. Per default, the position field is left empty and
the new column becomes the first column. You control the order of the columns by editing the number in the
“Position” field of the association.
• Check out the positions of the neighboring columns.
• Edit the newly created association and add a value for the position that lies between the numbers of the
neighbors.

Note: Our Demo Server has a Tableview Topicmap to play with.
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8.3.3 CSV Export
You can export data from Tableview Topicmaps to a csv file by clicking the “Download CSV” button in the upper
right corner of a Tableview. If you limit the data set with a search filter next to the button the selected subset is
exported.

8.4 The Upload Dialog Plugin
The Upload Dialog plugin adds a file upload button to the DMX webclient. You can find it in the toolbar:

Once you click the button you see three actions: “Select file”, “Upload to server” and “Cancel”. Select one or
more files from your computer first. The list of selected files is displayed. You can remove individual files from
the list by hovering onto it with your mouse and clicking the little cross.

Once your list is complete, click “Upload to server”.
An instance of the Topic Type “File” is created and its details are displayed to you in the in-map details.

8.4.1 Configuration
The Upload Dialog plugin has two settings that you configure in the DMX settings file conf/config.
properties:
With the dmx.filerepo.path you configure the folder on your harddisk in which you want the uploaded files
to be saved. It has to be an existing folder.
dmx.filerepo.path = /var/lib/dmx/dmx-filedir

With the dmx.filerepo.per_workspace you choose whether all uploaded files shall be saved directly in
the filerepo path or whether DMX shall create subfolders per Workspace. This setting has an impact on access
control: Per default all users have access to one big file repository folder you configure. If you want to put the file
repository under access control, set this setting to true. Each Workspace then gets its own subfolder so that files
can be accessed according to the sharing mode of the Workspace.
dmx.filerepo.per_workspace = true

8.4. The Upload Dialog Plugin
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8.5 CSV Importer
Note: The Upload Dialog plugin should be installed to ease the csv import workflow.
The CSV Importer plugin lets you import basic csv files to DMX. It can import and update simple topics and their
first level child topics. Right now, only the data type “Text” is supported.
Your csv file has to use the pipe | character as a delimiter. Here is an example file:
deep.web | dmx.base.url
| dmx.bookmarks.description
site
| https://www.dmx.berlin
| <h1>DMX </h1><p class="slogan">Cope
˓→With Complexity</p>
demo
| https://demo.dmx.systems
| <h1>Demo Server</h1><p>try it now</p>
ci
| https://downloads.dmx.systems/ci | <h1>Continuous Integration</h1><p>
˓→fresh nightly builds</p>
apidocs | https://apidocs.dmx.systems
| <h1>API Documentation</h1><p>
˓→Javadocs built from the sources</p>
forum
| https://forum.dmx.systems
| <h1>DMX Forum</h1><p>Place to ask
˓→questions or to show & tell others about your use of DMX</p>

• Upload the csv file via the Upload Dialog.
• Reveal the target topic type topic. In this example that is the “Bookmark” topic type.
• Create an association from the csv file to the topic type and edit the association.

• Select the association type “File Import” and save the edit.
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• Open the context menu and pull your mouse pointer onto “Import CSV”.
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Support

• DMX Forum
• Community issue tracker (GitHub)
• Company issue tracker (read only)
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Indices and tables

• genindex
• modindex
• search
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